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Abstract

Detecting and characterising exoplanets with direct imaging is a chal-
lenging task which requires state-of-the-art instrumentation and advanced
processing techniques. Spectral data can be used to improve the star-
exoplanet contrast and to classify detected objects.

In this thesis, SPHERE/IFS support was added to the python pack-
age PynPoint. This includes basic data reduction, wavelength support
to pre-existing modules and, most notably, spectral differential imaging
(SDI). Combining SDI with the already implemented angular differen-
tial imaging (ADI) allowed to combine them to three different advanced
differential imaging techniques. Furthermore, the model based rejection
was developed to characterise detected companion candidates and clas-
sify them as bound to the observed star or as background contaminants.
This method uses theoretical models to estimate a companion candi-
date’s effective temperature, surface gravity, metallicity and distance.
Using those estimations, the model based rejection can classify objects
as bound or background.

The newly implemented functionalities were tested on Beta Pictoris,
51 Eridani and HR 8799. Using SDI and ADI together achieved clearer
detections and more favourable contrast limits than when only using
ADI. Moreover, an improvement of the technique’s performance was ob-
served with larger wavelength range ∆λ, larger angular rotation ∆α and
longer integration times ∆t. These parameters have an upper limit, after
which increasing them no longer improves the detections. Additionally,
the analysis of the technique’s dependence on companion brightness re-
vealed that differential imaging techniques are not suitable for bright
companions as they reduce their signal. The model based rejection was
tested on 51 Eridani b and correctly classified it as a companion.

Lastly, the advanced differential imaging techniques and the model
based rejection were used to investigate five targets from the Sco-Cen
association: 2MASS J 11555771-5254008 (Ob1), 2MASS J 13381128-
5214251 (Ob2), 2MASS J 12123577-5520273 (Ob3), 2MASS J 13251211-
6456207 (Ob4) and 2MASS J 13233587-4718467 (Ob5). In the dataset of
Ob1, a companion candidate was found at SEP = 0.371± 0.003 arcsec,
PA = 16.8 ± 0.4◦ and it was classified as a bound M-dwarf (Teff =
3000K, log g = 4.5, FeH = -0.5, distance = 60± 25pc). In the dataset of
Ob2, a companion candidate was found at SEP = 0.151± 0.007 arcsec,
PA = 166 ± 3◦ and it was classified as a background K-dwarf (Teff =
3600K, log g = 5.0, FeH = -2.0, distance = 360± 90pc). No companion
candidates were found in Ob3, Ob4 or Ob5.

Overall, the newly implemented advanced differential imaging tech-
niques and spectral characterisation tools allow for a more detailed anal-
ysis of direct imaging data than the current PynPoint version. By imple-
menting these techniques into the framework of PynPoint, they become
accessible for further studies and will hopefully help discover new exo-
planets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Are we alone in the universe? This is one of the most fundamental questions of
mankind. Even the ancient Greek philosophers argued about life outside of Earth
(Crowe [1997]). Unfortunately, they didn’t have the means to actively search for
signs of life and thus could only debate their ideas. Throughout the next centuries,
the idea of extra-terrestrial life was discussed by many philosophers around the world
(Schneider [2009]). But the tools to search for an answer were not yet available.

In the early 20th century, technology advanced rapidly and researchers finally had
the means to search for the answers to centuries old questions. Huge telescopes and
immense computational power allowed to search the universe and resulted in many
ground-breaking insights. Among these was the discovery of the first exoplanets
during the 1990s. Since then, thousands of exoplanets were found and, whenever
possible, characterised.

This thesis focused around one of the exoplanet discovering techniques: direct
imaging. More specifically, the advantages of spectral observations in addition to the
usual broadband techniques were investigated. To observe planetary spectra, state-
of-the-art instruments are needed. One example of such an instrument is SPHERE,
which will be used throughout this thesis.

In direct imaging, observations alone are not good enough to detect faint exoplan-
ets as their signal is buried underneath the residual star noise, background influences
and instrumentation errors. To correct these and to increase the detection limits of
exoplanets, highly advanced processing techniques have been developed. As many
different techniques exist (e.g. bad pixel filters, angular differential imaging (ADI)
and principal component analysis (PCA)), software packages containing the most
important functionalities are useful tools to keep the overview and simplify using
them. For this thesis, PynPoint (Amara and Quanz [2012], Stolker et al. [2019]) was
used and expanded through the implementation of new techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This thesis revolved around observations with SPHERE/IFS and the techniques
used to improve exoplanet detections via direct imaging. The three main goals were:

• Goal 1: Implement and test the power of advanced differential imaging tech-
niques (defined in chapter 2.4), based on the spectral and angular diversity in
the data, and determine the detection limits of the corresponding reductions.

• Goal 2: Develop tools for characterisation of potential companions and rejec-
tion of background contaminants by spectral analysis.

• Goal 3: Use advanced differential imaging techniques to search for companion
candidates in five unpublished datasets and, if successful, characterise the
source as bound to the observed star or as background contaminant.

To achieve the first goal, the framework of PynPoint was used. As it already
supports a large variety of processing techniques to evaluate broadband data, it was
an ideal starting point to add advanced differential imaging techniques. Addition-
ally, PynPoint was already successfully used and tested on several occasions (e.g.
Bohn et al. [2019] and Cugno et al. [2019]). To compare the newly implemented
functionalities and to find their advantages and disadvantages, numerous tests were
conducted such as: single vs iterative PCA, companion brightness, rotation range,
wavelength range and integration time. The implementation of the advanced differ-
ential imaging techniques is explained in chapter 3 and their testing is described in
chapter 4.

The second goal was set to improve observations and to learn more about the
characteristics of exoplanets. A rough characterisation is especially useful because a
bright star far behind the observed target can mimic a bound but fainter companion.
With a single broadband observation, the two cannot be distinguished and therefore
a second observation is necessary to differentiate them. Using the additional spectral
information, this can be done with a single observation as the spectrum of a star and
a companion can differ substantially. For this thesis, a basic characterisation and
distinguishing tool was developed and implemented into the framework of PynPoint.
The characterisation tool for background rejection is explained in chapter 5.

Lastly, the implemented techniques were used to search for and characterise exo-
planets around five observed targets from the Sco-Cen association. This is a young,
star forming region and thus ideal for direct imaging as the additional formation heat
of exoplanets helps to detect them. All targets were searched for exoplanets and the
detection limits for the newly implemented processing techniques were determined.
Two of the targets have a previously known object at small enough separations to
be within the field of view (FOV) of SPHERE/IFS. The objects found in those
sets were characterised using the developed tools and it was determined if they are
bound or background. In chapter 6, the processing and results of the five datasets
are described and discussed.

The final conclusion over all results is drawn in chapter 7. Lastly, in chapter 8
possible next steps building on the work of this thesis are given.
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Chapter 2

Background on Exoplanet
Research

Exoplanet research is a young and rapidly growing field. Many thousand exoplanets
have been found in the last 30 years using either the transit method, radial veloc-
ity measurements or direct imaging. This requires state-of-the-art instrumentation
and advanced processing which is constantly improved. To learn more about the
diversity and characteristics of exoplanets, those instruments were equipped with
spectrographs to probe their atmosphere. Afterwards, the observations can be com-
pared with theoretical models, which might lead to a more detailed characterisation
of exoplanets. In this section, a short summary of the most important topics of
exoplanet research regarding this thesis is given.

2.1 Search for Exoplanets

On the 6th of October 1995, the first exoplanet orbiting a main sequence star was
discovered by Mayor and Queloz [1995]. Since then, many exoplanets have been
discovered using one of three main methods: radial velocity, transits or direct imag-
ing. Especially the Kepler mission was hugely successful, detecting thousands of
exoplanets using the transit method (Borucki [2016]). These observations revealed
that exoplanets are not as rare as expected and that stars have on average more
than one planet (Cassan et al. [2012]). Many of the discovered objects do not have
a solar system equivalent, thus revealing the diversity of exoplanets. Since the three
main detection methods use different properties of stars and exoplanets, they can be
used to probe different characteristics. In this section, a short overview over these
methods is given.

The radial velocity method uses small orbital motions of a star induced by lighter,
orbiting objects. Large planets (e.g. Jupiter in the solar system) can offset the centre
of mass enough to produce a detectable radial motion of a star (Seager [2010]).
The heavier and the further away a planet is, the stronger the signal becomes,
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2 BACKGROUND ON EXOPLANET RESEARCH

(a) Radial velocity detection of 51 Pegasi
b by Mayor and Queloz [1995]

(b) Direct Imaging of 2M1207b by Chau-
vin et al. [2004]

(c) Transit of OGLE-TR-56b by Konacki et al. [2003]

Figure 1: Detection of exoplanets using the three main methods. The objects
displayed are some of the first discovered with their respective method. There is no
clear consensus whether 2M1207b should be considered a planet or a brown dwarf.
The detection of 51 Pegasi b by Mayor and Queloz [1995] was awarded the 2019
Noble prize.
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2 BACKGROUND ON EXOPLANET RESEARCH

therefore favouring massive exoplanets at large separations. On the other hand,
a large separation means long orbital periods and therefore, longer observations
are required to measure a full period of the object. Hot-Jupiters are objects with
approximately the mass of Jupiter on orbits closer than mercury. Thus, they are
good targets for the radial velocity method as they have a strong signal and short
orbital periods.

The transit method uses the darkening of a star caused by an exoplanet if it
crosses the line of sight between the star and an observer (like the moon covering
the sun during a solar eclipse) (Seager [2010]). Large Planets (e.g. Jupiter sized) can
cause the star’s luminosity to drop by approximately 1%. The chance for an aligned
orbit decreases with the distance between star and planet. Therefore, the tran-
sit method favours large exoplanets at small separations (e.g. Hot-Jupiters). The
Kepler space mission searched for exoplanets using the transit method and found
thousands of exoplanets by observing roughly 150’000 stars (Borucki [2016]). Addi-
tionally, the transit method can be used to measure the spectrum of exoplanets as
the measured transit depth depends on the chemical composition of its atmosphere
(Seager [2008]). Even though many observations are needed to achieve a reason-
able accuracy, this technique allows to probe the chemical composition of transiting
exoplanets

Direct imaging uses light emitted from an exoplanet to directly detect it. State-
of-the-art technology is required to overcome the two main challenges: high angular
resolution and high contrast (Seager [2010]). To achieve high angular resolution,
large telescopes are required, as the mirror size can be a limiting factor (diffraction
limit given by θ ∝ λ/D, where λ is the observed wavelength and D the diameter of
the telescope). To achieve high contrast, the light of the star must be reduced as it is
often more than 106 times brighter than a possible accompanying planet. To increase
the contrast, coronagraphs are used to block the light from the star (Mennesson et al.
[2016]). Young exoplanets are still hot from their formation and thus emit more light,
especially at infrared wavelengths. The contrast is more favourable the further away
the planet is from the star. Massive, young exoplanets at large separations are
therefore the best targets for direct imaging. As this method separates star from
planet flux, the spectrum can be obtained using high contrast spectrographs (e.g.
SPHERE/IFS or SINFONI).

2.2 SPHERE/IFS

The very large telescope (VLT) is operated by the European Southern Observatory
and located at Paranal Observatory in the Atacama Desert of Chile. It consists of
four 8m class telescopes operating at visible and infrared wavelengths using many
different instruments (e.g. SPHERE and the upcoming ERIS for exoplanet research).
For this thesis, data from SPHERE (Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet
REsearch) was used, which has three science instruments: ZIMPOL, IRDIS and
IFS. The instruments specifications are presented by Beuzit et al. [2019]. In this
chapter, a short summary of the most important aspects of SPHERE/IFS is given
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2 BACKGROUND ON EXOPLANET RESEARCH

as most data used in this thesis was taken by this instrument.
One of the biggest limitations of ground based observations are perturbation

effects caused by the turbulent motion of earth’s atmosphere such as non-common
path aberrations (NCPAs). To correct for those effects, adaptive optics (AO) sys-
tems have been develop and implemented into SPHERE/IFS (Fusco et al. [2006]).
They first measure the distortion of the incoming light and then correct them by
adjust a deformable mirror accordingly. Atmospheric distortions are only stable
for several milliseconds (depending on the weather conditions). Therefore, the AO
system work best, if they are able to measure, calculate and apply the corrections
while the atmosphere remains stable. The influence caused by NCPAs is called at-
mospheric seeing and is expressed in arcsec. State-of-the-art telescopes with AO
systems typically achieve a seeing of 0.5 to 1 arcsec (Petit et al. [2014]).

The goal of SPHERE is to search for giant exoplanets around nearby stars.
Therefore, the biggest challenges are the large contrast between an exoplanet and its
host star and their small angular separation. SPHERE’s two big advantages for high
contrast imaging are its advanced AO system and its high efficiency coronagraphs.
This combination allows to observe companions with a typical contrast of ∆mag =
13.5 at a separation of 0.5 arcsec under regular observing conditions Beuzit et al.
[2019].

Figure 2: Optical set up of TIGER. Image taken from Bacon et al. [1995].

To image an exoplanet directly is challenging nevertheless and therefore choosing
the right targets is crucial. SPHERE was built to focus on young stars with ages
< 50 Myr and nearby young associations with ages 10 - 100 Myr at distances of 30
- 100 pc (Beuzit et al. [2008]). Those are ideal targets because of their formation
heat especially at infrared wavelengths (Baraffe et al. [2003]).
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2 BACKGROUND ON EXOPLANET RESEARCH

The integral field spectrograph (IFS) of SPHERE measures low resolution spec-
tra Claudi et al. [2008]. This instrument uses an array of lenslets to bundle small
areas of the observed sky. Afterwards, a grating prism is used to split the bundle into
different wavelength components. As an example, the optical design of the TIGER
IFS can be seen in figure 2. Based on this design, Claudi et al. [2006] developed
their design for SPHERE/IFS. An example of a raw SPHERE/IFS image can be
seen in figure 8a.

The wavelength range can be set to 0.95 - 1.35µm with a resolution of R ≈ 50,
or it can be set to 0.95 - 1.68µm with a spectral resolution of R ≈ 30. In both cases,
there are 39 channels evenly split over the wavelength range (Wahhaj et al. [2019]).
The field of view (FOV) is approximately 1.73” x 1.73”. This is a relatively small
FOV compared to other instruments (e.g. IRDIS: 11” x 11”). Additionally, the
smallest observable separation from the target star (inner working angle) is limited
by the coronagraph at 0.1 arcsec (Wilby [2018]).

SPHERE/IRDIS was built for broadband and dual-band imaging (Beuzit et al.
[2019]). Using the IRDIFS EXT mode, both IRDIS and IFS can be used simul-
taneously. It covers a wavelength range of 0.95 - 2.32µm using various filters.
SPHERE/IRDIS has a FOV of approximately 11” x 11” which allows to search larger
a larger FOV for exoplanets than SPHERE/IFS (Wahhaj et al. [2019]). Combining
SPHERE/IFS with SPHERE/IRDIS allows to cover a wider wavelength range. The
additional coverage, despite being broadband, can be very useful for atmospheric
model fitting.

To observe the host star, SPHERE is equipped with neutral density filters to
uniformly reduce the flux which can be used to prevent saturation of the detector.
There are four filters ND 0, ND 1, ND 2 and ND 3.5 which have a transmission on
average of 1, 10−1, 10−2 and 10−3.5, respectively. The exact transmission curves can
be found in Wahhaj et al. [2019] on page 103.

2.3 PynPoint

State-of-the-art instrumentation alone is not good enough to detect most exoplanets
as the residual star noise influences measurements substantially. Therefore, highly
advanced processing techniques have been developed to reduce the residual star
noise and background noise. Many different image processing steps are involved to
evaluate direct imaging data and the best processing steps vary for each observation.
Therefore, software packages containing the different steps are crucial to efficiently
evaluate exoplanet observations.

Amara and Quanz [2012] and Stolker et al. [2019] developed the python package
PynPoint for processing direct imaging data taken by, for example, SPHERE or
NACO. It contains all steps in order to process direct imaged data and allows setting
up pipelines to produce final images starting from raw data. Additionally, it contains
many functionalities to better explore, analyse and process data. A full list of
functionalities can be found in the official documentation1.

1Available at https://pynpoint.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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2 BACKGROUND ON EXOPLANET RESEARCH

Angular Differential Imaging (ADI)

One of the core functionalities implemented into PynPoint is angular differential
imaging (ADI). To use this technique, raw images are taken with the instrument
derotator turned off. This causes the field of view to rotate around its centre during
observations. All instrumentation effects will be, to first order, static but a possible
companion around a star will move during the observations. The residual star
noise is assumed to be quasi-static and thus should be reduced to some degree as
well. Therefore, those images can be used to create a reduction frame for example
by taking the median of all images. As a possible companion moves, it will not
(or only faintly) appear after median combining all images while the stellar PSF
and instrumentation effects will be dominant. The reduction image can then be
subtracted to reduce the static effects in the original images. Afterwards, all images
can be derotated and stacked. A possible companion should remain while the stellar
PSF and instrument effects are reduced. However, the assumption of a quasi static
residual stellar noise only holds partially. Because not all residual star light will be
completely reduced, SDI can help to clean the images further (see chapter 2.4). For
more information on ADI refer to Marois et al. [2006].

Figure 3: Schematics of ADI. The images (Ai) are taken with the instrument
derotator turned off, causing all off-centre sources to rotate while instrument effects
stay static. A subtraction image (B) can be created by averaging over all images. All
rotating sources will not (or only faintly) appear in the reduction image. Afterwards,
the images get subtracted by the reduction image leaving only moving sources behind
(Ci). After derotating (Dj) and stacking all images a possible companion could be
visible in the final image (E). (Image: Christian Thalmann)
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2 BACKGROUND ON EXOPLANET RESEARCH

Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Instead of taking the median, principal component analysis (PCA) can be used to re-
duce all images Imj from a dataset. The goal of PCA is to model the stellar PSF and
subtract it from all science images. To achieve this, PCA generates an orthonor-
mal basis B = B1, ..., BN called principal components where the first component
describes the direction of maximum variance. The second component corresponds
to the direction of maximum variance orthogonal to the first component. This is
repeated until an orthonormal basis is established:

Imj =

N∑
i=0

ajiBi (1)

Because a companion moves between the images, it does not influence the variance
significantly. Therefore, the first D � N principal components should only reduce
the stellar PSF. Therefore, fitting the components B̃ = B1, ..., BD to the images Imj

creates a model MPSF,j of the PSF for each image without possible companions.
This model can then be subtracted from the initial images Imj :

MPSF,j =
D∑
i=0

bjiBi (2)

Imj,reduced = Imj −MPSFj (3)

In PynPoint the calculation of the principal components is done with scikit-learn2

(Pedregosa et al. [2011]). Afterwards, the images Imj are processed as descried above
to produce Imj,reduced. Those images can then be derotated and stacked to create
the final image. A more detailed description of the implementation in PynPoint is
given by Amara and Quanz [2012].

If more principal components are selected, the stellar PSF is removed more effi-
ciently but it also increases the chance to inadvertently reduce a possible companion.
On the other hand, the stellar PSF is not modelled precisely enough if too few com-
ponents are selected and a possible companion would not be distinguishable from
PSF speckles. Therefore, the ideal number of principal components depends on the
target and must be found individually for each case. A further investigation into
the ideal number of PCA components was done in chapter 4.2. In general, the
fainter the target the more principal components are necessary. The influence of the
companion’s brightness on the PCA reduction was investigated in chapter 4.3.

2Available at https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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2 BACKGROUND ON EXOPLANET RESEARCH

2.4 Spectral Differential Imaging (SDI)

Not only the time dependence of a companion’s position but also the wavelength
depended scaling of the residual stellar light can be used to achieve clearer exoplanet
detections. Therefore, this thesis aims for adding SPHERE/IFS support to the
current PynPoint package to enable SDI reductions. Especially the combination of
SDI with ADI was analysed in section 4. In this chapter, the basic properties of SDI
are described as well as its importance for processing direct imaging data.

The Basics of SDI

Like ADI, SDI uses displacements of a possible companion to create a reduction
image with no companion signal. For ADI this would be image B in figure 3. Because
of the diffraction caused by the telescope, a point source will be spread out. The
distribution of the diffracted light is called point spread function (PSF). The shape of
the PSF is approximately the same for all wavelengths, but the radial scaling differs
(PSF(r) ∝ λ/D, where λ is the observed wavelength and D the diameter of the
telescope). If the images are rescaled using a factor S ∝ 1/λ, then the speckles are
aligned and the stellar PSF is at the same FWHM while at the same time causing
a radial shift in position of a possible companion. The difference to ADI is that
displacement of a possible companion is radial instead of azimuthal (see figure 4).
Afterwards the reduction image is back-scaled proportional to their wavelength to
have the same scaling as the original images. Lastly, the rescaled reduction frames
are used to correct the initial images before stacking them to one final image.

A main problem in direct imaging with ground-based telescopes is the stellar
PSF, which covers the planetary signal. Especially NCPAs (even if they are partially
corrected through an AO system) and the finite telescope size cause a point source
to split into a large PSF with many speckles. Because ADI averages over the time
dimension, the time dependence of the NCPAs is not taken into account. SDI on
the other hand uses only frames that were taken at the same time. Therefore, SDI is
ideal to search for exoplanets close to the star where stellar speckles are the limiting
factor. The performance of SDI depending on the separation has been investigated
during this thesis and can be found in chapter 4.2.

The scaling of the images leads to a reduced FOV. For the SDI reduction, the
smaller wavelength images are scaled up to create the reduction image. Thus,
high separations are not covered by all wavelengths (see figure 4). The instrument
SPHERE/IFS has a FOV of 1.73 arcsec and a spectral range of 0.95 - 1.35µm (or
0.95 - 1.68µm) (Wahhaj et al. [2019]). After rescaling the images with S = λ/λmax,
this leads to a FOV with complete coverage of 1.22 arcsec (or 1.00 arcsec). The
remaining outer area is not covered by all wavelengths and therefore only partially
reduced. Objects in this region are defined as partially within the FOV. If only ADI
is applied, this FOV reduction does not occur.

10



2 BACKGROUND ON EXOPLANET RESEARCH

Figure 4: Schematic of SDI (including the FOV loss through scaling). First, the
images (Aλ) need to be scaled inverse proportional to their wavelength (Bλ) and
then averaged to create the reduction image (C). Afterwards the reduction image is
back-scaled proportional to their wavelength (Dλ) to have the same scaling as the
original images (Aλ). Therefore, the outer region of the small wavelength images is
not covered by the SDI reduction. This reduces the completely covered FOV by a
factor S = λmin/λmax. The completely covered FOV is marked by a red boarder,
the companion is marked as a red dot.

Advanced Differential Imaging

As ADI uses the time dependence of the companion’s position, it is specifically useful
to reduce static noise sources. Time dependent objects changes their position and
are therefore reduced less. In contrast, SDI uses the wavelength scaling of the stellar
PSF at each time instance. Because SPHRER/IFS can observe 39 wavelengths at
once, its observations can be used to perform SDI. To benefit from the advantages
of both ADI and SDI, they can be combined. The six techniques used during this
thesis including their abbreviation, are listed below. A priori it is not clear which
combination achieves the clearest detections.

• NAN: This method is equivalent to classical ADI as described in chapter 2.3.
The only difference, NAN uses the mean instead of the median to generate the
reduction frame.

• ADI: This method splits the dataset into subsets with the same wavelength.
Afterwards, the mean is subtracted before a PCA reduction is used on each
subset with a given number N of principal components. The variable N is the
same for all subsets. As a last step the images are derotated and stacked to
create the final image3.

3To prevent ambiguous abbreviations, classical ADI will be referred to as NAN and ADI+PCA
will be referred to as ADI for the rest of this thesis.
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2 BACKGROUND ON EXOPLANET RESEARCH

• SDI: This method splits the dataset into subsets of the same time instance.
Afterwards, all images are scaled according to their wavelength with a scaling
factor of S(λ) = λmax/λ. Then, the mean is subtracted before a PCA reduc-
tion is used on each subset with a given number N of principal components.
The variable N is the same for all subsets. As a last step the images are scaled
back with Bim = 1/Sim, derotated and stacked to create the final image.

• SAA: This method first scales all images with S(λ) = λmax/λ. Afterwards,
the mean is subtracted before a PCA reduction is performed on the full dataset
at once with N principal components. As a last step the images are scaled back
with Bim = 1/Sim, derotated and stacked to create the final image.

• SAP: This method first performs SDI as described above without derotating
and stacking. Afterwards it performs ADI as described above. Both reduction
steps use N/2 principal components (where N is an even number) leading to
N principal components used in SAP.

• ASP: This method first performs ADI as described above without derotating
and stacking. Afterwards it performs SDI as described above. Both reduction
steps use N/2 principal components (where N is an even number) leading to
N principal components used in ASP.

During this thesis, the performance of these combinations will be investigated
using various tests (see chapter 4). As every SDI step can be followed by an ADI
step, or vice versa, there are many more combination possible. Some additional
combinations were tested in chapter 4.6. For a clearer notation of those various
combinations, the following shorthand is introduced: reducing a data set first with
ADI (using N principal components) and afterwards with SDI (using M principal
components) is written as ADI(N)→ SDI(M). The special case of SAA using N prin-
cipal components can be written as (ADI&SDI)(N). Examples of different ADI/SDI
combinations would be: SDI(3) → ADI(3), SDI(1) → ADI(2) → SDI(1) or ADI(8)
→ SDI(4) → SDI(4).

As ADI splits the dataset into its wavelength channels, it will conduct a PCA
reduction for each wavelength. For example, if ADI(4) is used on SPHERE/IFS data
a total of 39 PCA reductions with 4 principal components each will be used. As SDI
splits the dataset into time component, it will conduct a PCA reduction for each time
instance of the dataset. If the dataset has 100 images and is reduced with SDI(4),
this results in 100 PCA reductions with 4 principal components each. SAA does not
split the dataset at all and therefore (ADI&SDI)(4) only uses 1 PCA reduction with
4 principal components. For comparison: using ASP with 4 principal components
on a SPHERE/IFS observation with 100 images, uses 139 PCA reductions with
4 principal components each. This also means, that SDI is limited to 38 PCA
components as every time instance taken with SPHERE/IFS has 39 frames. The
consequences of this difference were analysed in chapter 4.2.

12
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2.5 Background Contaminants

A problem in direct imaging are background sources within the FOV of the ob-
servation which resemble companions. SPHERE/IRDIS uses broadband filters and
therefore the measured flux of background sources is indistinguishable from bound
companions because of the temperature-distance degeneracy: an observed object
has the same broadband-flux if it is hot and far away or colder and closer. To deter-
mine if the found object is a companion or a background source, its co-movement
can be measured. A bound object stays approximately at the same position for
several months (or even years) because the orbital period for objects with a dis-
tance of >10AU to their host star are typically several decades. Background stars
on the other hand have considerable relative velocities compared to the observed
target and therefore their observed distance can change measurably. To measure
the co-movement, a second observation is required typically several months later.
An example of a co-movement analysis is taken from Bohn et al. [2020] and can be
seen in figure 5.

Figure 5: Co-movement analysis of the companion found around TYC 8998-760-1.
The orange and red data points represent the measured relative position from two
observations which were conducted 1.5 years apart. The black point represents the
predicted position of the companion if it was a background source. Image taken
from Bohn et al. [2020].

Another way to classify an object is via its absorption lines. Instruments like
SINFONI4 or the upcoming ERIS5 can observe high resolution spectra of exoplan-
ets which allow to analyse its absorption lines. The lines of astrophysical objects
have very specific widths and depths and therefore can be used to classify them.
Unfortunately, the low resolution of 39 wavelength channels over a maximum range
of 0.95 - 1.68µm does not allow a detailed absorption line study.

4An overview of the instrument SINFONI is available at https://www.eso.org/public/teles-instr/
paranal-observatory/vlt/vlt-instr/sinfoni/

5An overview of the instrument ERIS is available at https://www.eso.org/public/teles-instr/
paranal-observatory/vlt/vlt-instr/eris/
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2.6 Spectral Characterisation of Exoplanets

To investigate the formation, evolution and composition of exoplanets, it is im-
portant to characterise companions using spectral information. In this chapter a
short summary on how to obtain exoplanetary spectra is given. Additionally, the
importance of atmospheric models is explained.

Obtaining a Spectrum

The biggest advantage of SPHERE/IFS data compared to SPHERE/IRDIS is its
capability to observe exoplanet spectra. In contrast to the advanced differential
imaging techniques, all wavelength channels are treated as independent observations.
Each channel can then be reduced individually using PynPoint to produce one final
image per wavelength. If the companion is bright enough (see chapter 4.3), the
flux for each wavelength can be directly determined using aperture photometry.
This only works if the companions signal does not suffer from self-subtraction. The
influence of self-subtraction was analysed in chapter 4.3.

Figure 6: Spectrum of 51 Eridani b obtained by Samland et al. [2017] using
SPHERE. Additionally, they compared their spectrum to the one obtained by Mac-
intosh et al. [2015] who discovered 51 Eridani b with the Gemini Planet Imager
(GPI).

Fainter targets require PCA to be detectable. Because the exoplanets signal can
be reduced by the PCA reduction, simple aperture photometry would not result
in an accurate measurement. To resolve this problem, the exoplanets intensity can
be measured by injecting a negative companion into the data set and tuning its
parameters until it exactly mirrors the real companion. If the negative companion is
at the same position as the real exoplanet and has exactly the opposite brightness,
they will cancel each other out and will no longer be visible in the final image. In
PynPoint this is implemented using a simplex minimization algorithm which stepwise
injects planets until, for example, the residual flux is close to zero. With this tools,
it is possible to find and characterise even faint companions.

An example of the spectrum of 51 Eridani b obtained by Samland et al. [2017]
using SPHERE/IFS in combination with SPHERE/IRDIS can be seen in figure 6.
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Exoplanet Atmosphere Models

Exoplanet atmospheres are immensely complex systems. Their exact behaviour
depends on macroscopic processes as well as microscopic processes, which makes
them incredibly hard to predict and model. On earth itself, where we have the best
possible observation conditions, the predictability of the weather does not range
further then several days.

To tackle exoplanet characterisation, atmospheric models are developed and con-
stantly improved. Their complexity ranges from simple black-bodies to highly ad-
vanced dynamic models considering hundreds of chemical actors. A detailed way to
study atmosphere is by measuring their absorption lines and a typical spectrum has
lines of various size. The limiting factor regarding which lines can be measured is
the resolution of the spectrograph. For SPHERE/IFS the resolution is maximum R
≈ 50. Therefore, all features with a FWHM less than 0.01µm are not reliably mea-
surable with SPHERE/IFS. On the other hand, large absorption features (FWHM
> 0.02µm) can be detected and are very useful to characterise the found object.
Unfortunately, if those features are strong (opacity ≈ 1) and have a FWHM of more
than 0.1µm, the planetary signal can be too faint to be detected. In such cases only
an upper limit can be determined which depends on the noise level of the image. To
characterise exoplanets, it is important to know the limitations of the observations
and choose models accordingly.

Figure 7: Examples of Bt-Settl models (Allard [2013]) with parameters log g = 4.0,
FeH = 0.0 and the displayed temperatures.

As one of the main goals of the thesis is to reject background stars, the type of
object to be analysed is not a priori known. It could be a star with a bound planet,
a double star system or a background source which just happens to be within the
FOV. Therefore, models are required which span the range from planetary to stellar
spectra. An example of such a model would be the Bt-Settl (Allard [2013]). It
contains synthetic spectra for objects in a temperature range of 400 K to 70’000 K.
Some example spectra can be seen in figure 7. Such models were used in chapter 5
to reject background contaminants.
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Chapter 3

PynPoint Modifications

PynPoint is a powerful python software package to evaluate SPHERE/IRDIS data
(Amara et al. [2015], Stolker et al. [2019]). During this thesis, the advanced differ-
ential imaging techniques were implemented into its framework. PynPoint contains
basic reduction steps (e.g. dark correction, flat calibration and image cropping) and
many different processing methods. Most notably, it supports ADI and PCA for a
sophisticated PSF reduction (see chapter 2.3). IFS data was not yet supported and
thus the library was expended over the course of this thesis. This chapter lists the
changes made to pre-existing PynPoint modules and the newly added functionalities
which allow to evaluate SPHERE/IFS data similar to SPHERE/IRDIS data.

The here developed PynPoint version is available on GitHub6. Additionally,
some of the here mentioned functionalities are currently being added to the official
version of PynPoint. During this process they get further optimised and adjusted.
Therefore, the modules mentioned in this chapter might differ slightly from the ones
available in the official PynPoint version. Please refer to the official web page for
the newest version7.

3.1 Basic PynPoint Functionalities

The basic input shape of raw SPHERE/IFS data is similar to SPHERE/IRDIS.
The difference is that the SPHERE/IFS splits the incoming light into 39 wavelength
channels and spreads them over the detector. A raw SPHERE/IFS image can be
seen in figure 8a. The first step to evaluate the images is to flat and dark correct
them as well as separate the individual wavelengths. EsoReflex provides these steps
embedded into a graphical interface (Freudling et al. [2013]). All images used during
this thesis were reduced using the ’SPHERE/IFS’ pipeline of EsoReflex8. A single
wavelength image after reduction with EsoReflex can be seen in figure 8b. There

6Available at https://github.com/Kiefersv/PynPoint/tree/MasterThesis Sven Kiefer
7Available at https://pynpoint.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
8Available at https://www.eso.org/sci/software/esoreflex/
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3 PYNPOINT MODIFICATIONS

exist other reduction pipelines similar to EsoReflex but they were not added to
PynPoint yet9.

(a) Raw SPHERE/IFS image containing all
wavelength information

(b) EsoReflex reduced image at wavelength
λ = 0.953 µm

Figure 8: Comparison of SPHERE/IFS images before and after reduction using
EsoReflex (Freudling et al. [2013]). The reduction creates one image per wavelength
channel. The displayed star is 2MASS J 11555771-5254008 with a stellar type com-
panion in the upper part of the image. (PI: A.J. Bohn)

Data Read In

SPHERE/IFS images shares most of their input parameters with SPHERE/IRDIS
images. Therefore, only a few new parameters had to be added. The following
additional information is needed to support wavelength specific evaluation:

• LAMBDA0: The wavelength in microns of the first image of a IFS data
stack. Read in from FITS header; non-static float attribute.

• LAMBDAD: The wavelength difference between subsequent images in the
IFS data stack. Read in from FITS header; non-static float attribute.

• LAMBDA: The wavelength of each frame from the IFS data stack. Calcu-
lated from LAMBDA0 and LAMBDAD after read in; non-static float attribute.

• DATCOR: Contains the frame index number of the original images. Used to
correct the assigned DATE from the EsoReflex pipeline. Read in from FITS
header; non-static string attribute.

9The reduction pipeline VLTPF developed by A. Vigan (https://github.com/avigan/VLTPF)
can also perform the basic reduction steps for SPHERE/IFS data but has not been implemented
into PynPoint yet.
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Slightly Adjusted PynPoint Modules

Many Pypeline modules do not depend on wavelength and thus can be used for
SPHERE/IFS images with little or no adjustments. The following modules were
tested and can be used for SPHERE/IFS images without further changes:

BadPixelMapModule BadPixelSigmaFilterModule
ClassicalADIModule CropImagesModule
FakePlanetModule FitCenterModule
FitsWritingModule PSFpreparationModule
ReplaceBadPixelsModule ShifImagesModule
SimplexMinimizationModule SortParangModule
StarAlignmentModule StarExtractionModule
WaffleCenteringModule

Some modules were slightly adjusted as they did not handle SPHERE/IFS in-
formation correctly. The following modules were slightly changed:

• AngleCalculationModule: Correction of the SPHERE/IFS angle calcula-
tion. The angles are now calculated according to the SPHERE manual page
96 of Wahhaj et al. [2019] including the necessary corrections for the EsoReflex
pipeline.

• DerotateAndStackModule Attribute assignment changed to correctly han-
dle wavelength information.

• SortParangModule Attribute assignment changed to support the LAMBDA
attribute.

All modules can either be used on all wavelength simultaneously using the
Pypeline.add module() function or used on each wavelength individual using the
IfsSupportFunction (see chapter 3.3). All modules which do not depend on the
wavelength produce exactly the same output in both cases.

3.2 New Adjusted Modules

Not all PynPoint modules were suitable for IFS data and some functionalities
were missing. Therefore, new modules were added during this thesis to allow
SPHERE/IFS data handling. This chapter lists all modules which add basic func-
tionalities. Some are similar to existing PynPoint modules and, for an official Pyn-
Point release, might be merged together. All modules are listed with their depen-
dencies and a short description. Modules which contain functionalities developed
during this thesis are listed in chapters 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.

• ClassicalSdiModule (name in: str, image in tag: str, res median tag: str
= None, res mean tag: str = None, median back tag: str = None, mean back
tag: str = None)
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This module was newly added10. It scales the input images according to their
wavelength and averages them to produce a reduction frame. Afterwards the
reduction frame gets scaled back and subtracted from the input images. As a
last step the images are scaled back, derotated and stacked to create the final
image.

• ContrastCurveModule (name in: str, image in tag: str, psf in tag: str,
contrast out tag: str, separation: Tuple[float, float, float] = (0.1, 1., 0.01),
angle: Tuple[float, float, float] = (0., 360., 60.), threshold: Tuple[str, float] =
(’sigma’, 5.), psf scaling: float = None, flux filter: str = ’ND 0.0’, aperture:
float = 0.05, pca number: int = 20, cent size: float = None, edge size: float =
None, extra rot: float = 0., residuals: str = ’median’, snr inject: float = 100.,
processing type: str = ’adi’, **kwargs: float)

This module was adjusted to include the advanced differential imaging tech-
niques (see chpater 4.2). Similar to the PCA PSF Reduction (see chapter 3.4),
the differential imaging techniques can be selected with the ’processing type’
parameter. Depending on the selected ’processing type’, it either calculates
one final contrast curve using all wavelengths or it calculates a contrast curve
for each wavelength. Multiprocessing over all wavelengths was added to reduce
computational time if run on a cluster.

• IfsScalingModule (name in: str, image in tag: str, image out tag: str, scal-
ing =Union[ Tuple[float, float, float], Tuple[None, None, float], Tuple[float,
float, None]] = (1.0,1.0,1.0), angle = 0, pixscale = False)

This module is similar to the ScaleImagesModule. Additionally, it can scale
images along all directions. The scaling direction can be set with ’angle’
and therefore allows to correct for distortion effects not aligned with the axis
of the images. This module allows to apply the necessary corrections for
SPHERE/IFS data according to Wahhaj et al. [2019] page 69.

• PlotContrastCurve (name in: str, image in tag: str, data index: int, error
index: int = None, file name: str = None, plot title: str = None, output dir:
str = None)

This module was newly added to simplify handling the output from the Selec-
tiveContrastCurveModule or the SdiAperturePhotometryModule. It creates a
simple plot with the given parameters. Its main use is to quickly plot contrast
curves for setting up a Pypeline.

• SdiAperturePhotometryModule (name in: str, image in tag: str, psf
in tag: str, flux position tag: str, rough position: List[int], flux filter: str
’ND 0.0’, psf scaling: float = None, pixscale corr: ufloat = ufloat(0.01227,
0.00002), TN: ufloat = ufloat(-1.75,0.1), cutout size: int = 21, fit each image:
bool = False, aperture size: str = ”fwhm”)

10The ClassicalSdiModule was implemented for completeness but was not further investigated.
The SDI reduction in chapter 4 uses PCA analysis and was included in the PcaPsfSubtractionMod-
ule (see chapter 3.4).
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This module is similar to the AperturePhotometryModule and calculates the
contrast between a companion candidate and its host star. Several function-
alities were added to simplify SPHERE/IFS data handling. If the flux filter
is specified and the PSF images are given, the calculation of the PSF scaling
factor can be done internally. Similar to Samland et al. [2017], it uses a Gaus-
sian approximation of the neutral density filters spectrum. Additionally, a
true north correction and error calculation were added. The output is given as
contrast to the host star. The differential imaging techniques can be selected
with the ’processing type’ parameter.

• SdiSimplexMinimizationModule (name in: str, image in tag: str, psf
in tag: str, res out tag: str, flux position tag: str, position: Tuple[int, int],
magnitude: float, psf scaling: float = None, flux filter: str = ’ND 0.0’, merit:
str = ’hessian’, aperture: float = 0.1, sigma: float = 0.0, tolerance: float =
0.1, pca number: Union[int, range, List[int]] = 10, cent size: float = None,
edge size: float = None, extra rot: float = 0., residuals: str = ’median’,
reference in tag: str = None, processing type: str = ’Wadi’)

This module is similar to the SimplexMinimizationModule and calculates the
contrast between a companion candidate and its host star. It supports multi
wavelength output and multiprocessing over all wavelengths to reduce the
computational time. If the flux filter is specified and the PSF images are given,
the calculation of the PSF scaling factor can be done internally. Similar to
Samland et al. [2017], it uses a Gaussian approximation of the neutral density
filters spectrum. The differential imaging techniques can be selected with the
’processing type’ parameter.

• SelectGivenAtributesModule (name in: str, image in tag: str, selected
out tag: str, attribute tag: str, attribute value: str)

This module is similar to the SelectByAtributesModule. It selects all frames
from ’image in tag ’ with an ’attribute tag ’ value of ’attribute value’. The se-
lected frames get saved under the ’selected out tag ’. This module is a core func-
tion of the IfsSupportFunction (see chapter 3.3) and is used to split datasets
into wavelength channels.

• WaffleCenteringModule (name in: str, image in tag: str, center in tag:
str, image out tag: str, radius: float = 45, l min: float = 1, pattern: str =
None, size: float = None, center: Tuple[float, float] = None, angle: float = 0,
sigma: float = 0.06, dither: bool = False)

This module was adjusted to support SPHERE/IFS data. The angle param-
eter (in degree) allows to use centring patterns other than ’x ’ and ’+’. To
increase the centring accuracy over all wavelengths, this module automati-
cally calculates the wavelength specific scaling of the centring pattern. For
SPHERE/IFS data, the ’radius’ corresponds to the separation of the waffle
spots for ’l min’ (shortest observed wavelength).
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All modules can either be used on all wavelength simultaneously using the
Pypeline.add module() function or used on each wavelength individual using the
IfsSupportFunction (see chapter 3.3). All modules which do not depend on the
wavelength produce exactly the same output in both cases.

3.3 IFS Support Function

The IfsSupportFunction is a helper for IFS data handling. It splits data sets ac-
cording to a given attribute (typically the wavelength) before applying one or more
PynPoint modules to each subset and afterwards recombines them. This allows to
process SPHERE/IFS data similar to SPHERE/IRDIS. An example on how to use
the IfsSupportFunction to clean bad pixels and sort and derotated IFS data with
PynPoint can be seen in figure 9.

IfsSupportFunction (image in tag: List[str], image out tag: List[str], pype-
line: Pypeline, mod args: List[Dict[*args]], path lam: str = None, skip split = False,
print out: bool = True, split argument: str = ’LAMBDA’)

• image in tag: A list of tags which are given to the function and split according
to split argument. All tags used by modules inside the IfsSupportFunction but
defined outside of it must be given here. If not, PynPoint will raise an error
during the validation step.

• image out tag: A list of tags which will be written as output. Any tag used in
the IfsSupportFunction can be written as output. The output tags are created
by recombining the split datasets and saved in the database with the prefix
’WEOUT ’ to prevent tag reuse. For example, if image out tag = [’test’], a
database entry with the tag ’WEOUT test’ is created.

• pypeline: The Pypeline to which the modules listed in mod args are added.
This Pypeline will not be executed within the IfsSupportFunction.

• mod args: A list of dictionaries with the arguments of the modules which are
to be added to ’pypeline’. The modules will be added in the same order as they
are in the dictionary. The IfsSupportFunction supports default arguments and
the optional parameters can be missing in the dictionary.

• path lam: The IfsSupportFunction needs to run a preliminary Pypeline to
determine the list of splitting parameters. If the path lam is set to None,
the input directory of ’pypeline’ is used. To reduce computational intensity,
one can set ’path lam’ to a folder with a representative subset of the images.
The IfsSupportFunction cannot be executed if the subset does not contain all
possible parameters of the chosen splitting argument.

• skip split: A boolean to set whether the read in of the ’image in tag ’ should be
skipped. Can only be set to True if the IfsSupportFunction was executed before
and the split datasets are currently stored in the database of the ’pypeline’.
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1 import pynpoint as pp

2

3 pype = pp.Pypeline ()

4 mods = []

5

6 # --- Data read in

7 im_reading_mod = pp.FitsReadingModule(name_in="im_reading_mod",

8 input_dir = ’\science ’,

9 image_tag = "im")

10

11 # --- bad pixel cleaning

12 im_badpixel_dict = {’module ’: ’BadPixelSigmaFilterModule ’,

13 ’name_in ’: "im_bp_dict",

14 ’image_in_tag ’: ’im’,

15 ’image_out_tag ’:’im_bp ’}

16

17 # --- Angular calculation

18 im_anglecalc_dict = {’module ’: ’AngleCalculationModule ’,

19 ’name_in ’: ’im_ac_dict ’,

20 ’data_tag ’: ’im_bp ’,

21 ’instrument ’: ’SPHERE/IFS’}

22

23 # --- Derotate and Stack each wavelength

24 im_derotstack_dict = {’module ’: ’DerotateAndStackModule ’,

25 ’name_in ’: ’im_der_dict ’,

26 ’image_in_tag ’: ’im_sc ’,

27 ’image_out_tag ’: ’im_fc ’,

28 ’stack ’: ’median ’}

29

30 # Add pypline modules

31 pype.add_module(im_reading_mod)

32

33 mods.append(im_badpixel_dict)

34 mods.append(im_anglecalc_dict)

35 mods.append(im_derotstack_dict)

36

37 # Run Ifs Support Module

38 pp.IfsSupportModule(image_in_tag =[’im’],

39 image_out_tag =[’im_sc’],

40 pipe=pype ,

41 mod_args=mods ,

42 path_lam=’\lam’,

43 skip_split = False ,

44 print_out = True ,

45 split_argument =’LAMBDA ’)

46

47 # Run Pypeline

48 pype.run()

Figure 9: Example on how to use the IfsSupportFunction. Used to clean bad pixels
and sort and derotate the data for each wavelength channel.
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• print out: A boolean to set whether all ’image out tag ’ should be written as
FITS file. In any case, the tags listed in ’image out tag ’ will be combined and
written into the database of the ’pypeline’.

• split argument: The argument which is used to split the input datasets. If
split argument = ’LAMBDA’, the input data is split into wavelength channels.

The IfsSupportFunction is not a PynPoint module. It is a function used to set
up other modules and thus must be executed before the main run of the Pypeline.
During the IfsSupportFunction, an independent Pypeline is run to collect all splitting
parameters. This independent Pypeline does not interfere with other Pyplines.

Because loading data in and out of the IfsSupportFunction can be computation-
ally intensive for large datasets, it is advised to use only one IfsSupportFunction if
possible.

3.4 PCA PSF Reduction

The observed position of a physical object (e.g. stars and exoplanets) does not
depend on wavelength whereas the stellar PSF is wavelength depended. In SDI this
difference is used to align the stellar PSF and radially misalign possible companions
by rescaling the images with a factor S(λ). For a detailed description of SDI see
chapter 2.4. In this section, the scaling factor S(λ) is derived and used to derive the
radial displacement caused by the scaling. Additionally, the azimuthal displacement
caused by the rotating FOV is derived as well. Lastly, the implementation of SDI
into PynPoint is described.

Scaling Factor

The scaling factor S(λ) needs to be derived before using it to scale the images to
align the stellar PSF. The scaling of the PSF is derived from the Rayleigh criterion
(Smith [2013]) and can be written as:

β(λ) = 1.22
λ

D
(4)

Where D is the telescopes diameter and λ the wavelength of a given image from the
dataset. Using the inverse of β(λ) to scale the images therefore aligns the residual
star light from the stellar PSF. Because only relative scaling between the images is
needed to align them, the scaling factor can be defined as:

S(λ) =
β(λref )

β(λ)
=

1.22λref/D
1.22λ/D

=
λref
λ

(5)

λref := max{λ} (6)

For this thesis the reference wavelength λref was chosen as the largest wavelength in
the dataset, thus resulting in an up-scaling of all images with a shorter wavelength
(S(λ) ≥ 1, ∀λ). Theoretically any wavelength can be chosen as reference. For
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example, choosing λref = min{λ} would result in a down-scaling of images (S(λ) ≤
1, ∀λ). This would result in smaller images and therefore shorten the computation
time but would also lead to an under-sampling of the residual star light.

Radial and Azimuthal Displacements

The radial displacements ∆r of a companion are due to the rescaling of the im-
ages according to equation 5. Therefore, the total radial displacements ∆r can be
calculated with the following equation:

∆r = S(λ)r − r = r
λmax
λmin

− r = r(
λmin + ∆λ

λmin
− 1) (7)

∆r = r
∆λ

λmin
(8)

On the other hand, the azimuthal displacements ∆rot of a companion are due to
the field rotation during the observation. Because the companion shifts its position
over the circular segment with an angle of ∆α and radius r, ∆rot can be calculated
with the following equation:

∆rot = 2πr
∆α

360◦
(9)

To be able to compare results between datasets, all displacements can also be
given in FWHM of the PSF. The FWHM can be calculated using the flux images
of the observed object. Using equations 8 and 9 and setting ∆r = ∆rot = FWHM,
the rotation and wavelength ranges equivalent to a displacement of 1 FWHM are:

∆αFWHM = (FWHM)
360◦

2πr
(10)

∆λFWHM = (FWHM)
λmin
r

(11)

PynPoint Implementation

The scaling factor derived in this chapter is used to implement SDI into the PcaPsf-
SubtractionModule of PynPoint. To perform SDI on a dataset, all images are first
scaled according to the scaling factor S(λ). Afterwards, the scaled images are divided
into their time channels which are then each processed using a PCA reduction with
a given number of principal components. This process is comparable to the already
implemented ADI but instead of applying PCA on each wavelength channel, it is
applied on each time channel. This is possible because both techniques use small
displacements (SDI radially; ADI azimuthally) of a possible companion to model and
subtract residual star light. After the PCA reduction, the images are scaled back
using the inverse of the scaling factor S(λ) therefore realigning a possible companion.
To create the final image, all processed images are derotated and stacked.

To execute the advanced differential imaging techniques, ADI and SDI can be
combined. SAP (or ASP) are executed by first performing SDI (or ADI) before
applying ADI (or SDI). To execute SAA, the same steps are applied as for SDI but
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instead of splitting the dataset into time channels, SAA uses one PCA analysis on
the whole, scaled dataset.

To select the advanced differential imaging technique within the PcaPsfSubtrac-
tionModule, the following keywords can be used:

• ”Tnan” equivalent to classical ADI, no PCA is used for this method

• ”Oadi”: performing ADI(pca number) ignoring the wavelength information

• ”Tadi” or ”Wadi”: performing ADI(pca number) on each wavelength channel

• ”Tsdi” or ”Wsdi”: performing SDI(pca number)

• ”Tsaa” or ”Wsaa”: performing (ADI&SDI)(pca number)

• ”Tsap” or ”Wsap”: performing ADI(pca number) → SDI(pca number)

• ”Tasp” or ”Wasp”: performing SDI(pca number) → ADI(pca number)

The reductions techniques to the corresponding keywords are descried in chapter
2.4. The prefix of the keywords defines the output form. If set to ’W’, a final image
for each wavelength is produced. If set to ’T’, one final image averaged over all
wavelengths is produced. The other input parameters of the module are unchanged
and are described in the official PynPoint documentation11. The PcaPsfSubtrac-
tionModule parameters can be seen below including an explanation of the newly
added ones.

PcaPsfSubtractionModule (name in: str, images in tag: str, reference in
tag: str, res mean tag: str = None, res median tag: str = None, res weighted tag:
str = None, dmp stim tag: str = None, res rot mean clip tag: str = None, res arr
out tag: str = None, basis out tag: str = None, pca numbers: Union[range, List[int],
np.ndarray] = range(1, 21), extra rot: float = 0., subtractmean: bool = True,
processing type: str = ’Oadi’)

• dmp stim tag: Tag of the database entry with the STIM map as proposed by
Pairet et al. [2019]. Not calculated if set to none. More details can be found
in chapter 3.5.

• processing type: Keyword of the processing type. The supported keywords are
listed in this chapter.

11Available at https://pynpoint.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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3.5 Companion Detection

To calculate the SNR of an exoplanet, a detection map is needed. In PynPoint
the final images are created by taking the median of the derotated images. The
disadvantage of this method is that it only considers the brightness of a companion
and assumes the noise to be a Gaussian random field. In this chapter two other
methods to determine a detection are described.

STIM Detection Map

The STIM detection map is based on the work of Pairet et al. [2019]. They
investigated the noise of direct imaging data to find a better estimation than a
simple Gaussian random field. They claim their detection map leads to a lower
false positive rate and that it is especially useful to detect companions at small
separations.

The STIM detection map was implemented into the PcaPsfSubtractionModule
of PynPoint. If selected, the module first applies a PCA reduction as described in
chapter 3.4 but does not stack the processed images into a final image. Instead, the
images are only derotated and afterwards the mean and standard deviation of each
pixel value along the time dimension is calculated. Afterwards, the final detection
map is produced by dividing the mean through the standard deviation for each pixel.
The result is saved under the dmp stim tag. This detection map does not depend
on wavelength and therefore works for both SPHERE/IFS and SPHERE/IRDIS.

The STIM module was tested during this thesis and the results can found in
chapter 4.7.

CompanionFinderModule (name in: str, image in tag: str, psf tag: str, cor-
relation out tag: str = None, sigma out tag: str = None, detection lim: float =
None, average psf: str = None)

This module assumes that the host star and the companion have identical PSF’s.
Thus, to find a companion in a noisy image, the images are cross correlated with
the stellar PSF. Assuming the noise is similar to a Gaussian random field, the
companions cross correlation value can be significantly higher.

As this method searches the final image for a PSF pattern, it achieves the clearest
detection if the PSF is complex. Many coronagraphs which are currently researched
use very specific patterns to filter the host stars light and thus produce very complex
PSF patterns which are easier to distinguish from background noise. The main
disadvantage of this method is that speckles can have a similar shape to the PSF.
This leads to a higher false detection rate near the host star. A more advanced way
to search for companions via pattern search would be forward modelled matched
filters as presented by Ruffio et al. [2017]. They calculate a forward model of the
PSF at every position to include the effects of processing on the PSF shape. This
method is not included in the CompanionFinderModule.

This module was tested on Beta Pictoris b and 51 Eridani b (see chapter 4) and
Ob1 (see chapter 6). Because it did not result in higher SNRs than already present
in the final images, this module was not further investigated.
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3.6 Spectral Characterisation

An important addition from IFS data is spectral analysis and background star re-
jection (see chapter 2.5). Therefore, the model based rejection was developed over
the course of this thesis (see chapter 5). The implementation of this method into
PynPoint was done by implementing a new module: SpectralCharModule.

Before the SpectralCharModule can be used, the contrast of a companion can-
didate and its host star needs to be calculate using either the AperturePhotometry-
Module or the SdiSimplexMinimizationModule. To convert this relative measure-
ments into the companion candidate’s spectrum, a stellar spectrum of the host star
is required which can be obtained, for example, from the VOSA web page12 (Bayo
et al. [2008]). Using the contrast measurements and the host star’s spectrum, the
module can calculate the companion candidate’s spectrum.

To classify companion candidates as bound or background and to determine its
rough characteristics, the model based rejection is used which was developed during
this thesis (see chapter 5). To perform the model based rejection, this module fits the
observed spectrum to a low resolution model grid (∆T = 200K, ∆ log g = 0.5, ∆FeH
≈ 0.5) of the Bt-Settl model13 (Allard et al. [2012]) over the range of Teff = [2000K,
9800K], log g = [2.0, 5.0] and FeH = [-2.0, 0.0]. Afterwards the correlation between
model and observation is calculated to find the best fit and thus a rough estimation
of the objects parameters (temperature, Metallicity and log g). The distance to the
candidate is determined via the fitting parameter of the best fit model according to
the calculations in chapter 5.

SpectralCharModule (name in: str, image in tag: str, method: str, stellar
model: str, prop factor: float = None, error simplex: float = None, error cutting:
float = None, mol fit: str = full, manual data points mag: List[List[float]] = None,
output dir: str = None)

• name in, image in tag: Parameters used for database handling.

• method: Define the format of the data in image in tag. Currently supports
input from SdiAperturePhotometryModule (’aperture’) and SdiSimplexMini-
mizationModule (’simplex’).

• stellar model: Path to the text file containing the spectrum of the host star.
The Flux must be given in [ergs/(s cm2 Å)] and the wavelength in [Å].

• prop factor: Stellar correction factor. Used to correct the stellar model for
the stars distance and radius. Not used if set to None.

• error simplex: Used to set the error on the contrast calculations of the image in tag
data. Not needed if method = ’aperture’ because the SdiAperturePhotome-
tryModule calculates the error internally.

12Available at http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/vosa/
13The Bt-Settl model was selected because of its parameter range. Theoretically, this module

would work with any model grid. Furthermore, different models could be combined to one model
grid.
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• error cutting: Value used to increase small errors to prevent over fitting. The
error cutting value describes how many standard deviations below the mean
of the error the threshold should be set. Afterwards, all errors smaller than
the threshold are set to the threshold value. Not used if set to None.

• mol fit: Type of fitting used for the model based rejection14. The keyword
is used to define two wavelength ranges: one to fit the model grid to the
observation and the second one to calculate the correlation. Currently two
types are supported:

– ’full’: Uses the whole spectral range to fit the model and calculate the
correlation.

– ’H2O’: Uses the range 1.1µm - 1.25µm to fit the model grit to the obser-
vation and the range 1.3µm - 1.6µm to calculate the correlation.

• manual data points mag: List with additional data points to be added to the
spectrum (e.g. from SPHERE/IRDIS). The list should be of the following
form for data points 1 ot N: [[λ̄1,..., λ̄N ], [mag1,..., magN ], [∆λ1,..., ∆λN ]]

• output dir: Path to the directory where the output should be stored.

3.7 The Pypelines

To find and characterise exoplanets in SPHERE/IFS data, different PynPoint Pype-
lines were set up. Because SPHERE/IFS data is already partly reduced by EsoRe-
flex, less PynPoint modules are necessary to perform the basic reduction steps as for
SPHERE/IRDIS data. An example including all Pypelines described in this chapter
can be found in appendix B, listing 1.

Pypeline 1:

The following Pypeline is used to read in and prepare the science and flux images of
SPHERE/IFS data including all necessary instrumentation correction. Additionally,
it cleans the images of bad pixels using sigma clipping and centres the science images
using the centring frames. In the end, the science images are cropped.

1) FitsReadingModule: Read in science, flux and centring frames separately.

2) BadPixelSigmaFilterModule: Remove bad pixels from all images using sigma
clipping.

3) IfsScalingModule: Correct all images for distortion caused by the instrument
according to the SPHERE manual page 69 of Wahhaj et al. [2019].

4) AngleCalculationModule: Calculate the paralytic angle of all images according
to the SPHERE manual page 69 of Wahhaj et al. [2019].

14For further explanation on how to use this parameter see chapter 5.3: Molecular Band Fitting
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5) WaffleCentringModule: Centre science images using one centring frame per
wavelength. The ’radius’ and ’l min’ parameter are given by the instrument
and are the same for all observations with SPHERE/IFS. This module must
be executed within the IfsSupportFunction because the centring frames are
wavelength specific.

6) SortParangModule: Sort science images using the PARANG attribute.

7) DerotateAndStackModule: Derotates science images using the PARANG at-
tribute. The resulting output is used to check the quality of the reduction.

8) CropImagesModule: Resizes science images to reduce the computational in-
tensity by later modules. The final images should have an image size of at
least 5 times the predicted separation of the companion because of the FOV
loss caused by SDI (see chapter 2.4).

Except for the bad pixel cleaning parameters and the crop size of the images, all
input parameters are SPHERE/IFS specific. Therefore, this Pypeline can be used
for all SPHERE/IFS datasets with minimal tuning.

Pypeline 2:

To measure the flux of the host star, flux images are taken. To avoid covering the
star with the coronagraph, the star is offset from the centre. The following Pyepline
is used to centre the flux images around the star, average them to one image per
wavelength and crop them to a reasonable size.

1) StarExtractionModule: Locate the host star’s position in all flux images and
crop the images. This module requires the manual input of the approximate
position of the star in the flux images.

2) StarAlignmentModule: Align flux images using cross correlation in Fourier
space.

3) FitCenterModule: Derive position of the host star in flux images.

4) ShiftImagesModule: Centre flux images around the centre calculated in the
previous module.

5) SortParangModule: Sort science images using the PARANG attribute.

6) DerotateAndStackModule: Derotate science images using the PARANG at-
tribute. The resulting output is used to check the quality of the reduction.

7) DerotateAndStackModule: Average flux images to produce one flux image per
wavelength. This module must be executed within the IfsSupportFunction to
ensure stacking the images correctly.

8) CropImagesModule: Resize flux images. Ideally the flux images should have
the same size as the science images. If this is not possible, they can be smaller.
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Most of the module parameters used in the above Pypeline are universal for all
datasets (or only need slight adjustments). The only exception is the stars position
in the flux images which can differ for each observation15.

Pypeline 3:

After preparing the images, a PCA reduction can be used to remove residual star
light and remaining instrument effects. The PcaPsfSubtractionModule contains all
important PCA reduction steps and can directly create the final images. This module
includes the newly added advanced differential imaging techniques. See chapter 2.4
for a description of the different techniques and chapter 3.4 for their implementation
into PynPoint.

1) PcaPsfSubtractionModule: Process the input data according to chapter 3.4.
To find companions, either the average over all processed images or the STIM
detection map can be used.

Because it is not a priori clear which advanced differential imaging technique achieves
the best results, ’processing type parameter and the number of principal components
’pca numbers’ allow to easily switch between them.

Pypeline 4:

To calculate the spectrum of a companion, two cases have to be distinguished: bright
companions and faint companions. A companion is considered bright if its signal has
a SNR > 5 even if no PCA is used. To determine the spectrum of bright companions,
the following PynPoint modules are used in the given order:

1) DerotateAndStackModule: Derotate the reduced science images and average
them on each wavelength channel separately. This module must be executed
within the IfsSupportFunction to ensure correct wavelength handling

2) SdiAperturePhotometryModule: Calculate the position and contrast of the
companion to its host star. The position is calculated by fitting a Gaussian
around a rough estimation of a possible companion’s position. The contrast
is calculated using aperture photometry. Because this calculation has to be
done for each wavelength separately, this module must be executed within the
IfsSupportFunction.

3) SpectralCharModule: Calculate flux and Vega magnitude spectrum. Addition-
ally, this module can be used to classify found objects as bound or background
using model based rejection (see chapter 5).

15Pypelines 1 and 2 include only preparation steps and therefore can be used before applying
further Pypelines.
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Pypeline 5:

Faint companions are harder to detect and thus PCA is necessary. Aperture pho-
tometry is not suitable for PCA reduced images as the signal of the companion might
suffer from self-subtraction (see chapter 4.3). The SdiSimplexMinimizationModule
uses simplex minimization to stepwise inject fake negative planets at the position of
a possible companion. If they cancel each other out completely, the position of the
fake companion is the same as the real one and their magnitudes are the exact op-
posite of each other. To execute this minimization the following PynPoint modules
are used in the given order:

1) PSFpreparationModule: Apply centre and edge masks to minimise the influ-
ence of instrument artefacts like the coronagraph and reduce computational
intensity.

2) SdiSimplexMinimizationModule: Calculate the contrast between host star and
companion for each wavelength using simplex minimization16. The error is ei-
ther given by the stopping criteria of the minimization process or the detection
limits of the image.

3) SpectralCharModule: Calculate flux and Vega magnitude spectrum. Addition-
ally, this module can be used to classify found objects as bound or background
using model based rejection (see chapter 5).

Pypeline 6:

To determine the detection limits, the contrast curve can be calculated. This is done
by injecting fake planets in various position and processing them equivalent to the
PcaPsfSubtractionModule. To calculate the contrast curve, the following PynPoint
modules can be used:

1) ContrastCurveModule: Calculates the contrast curves according to the input
parameters. The spatial resolution can be varied but the computational time
increases significantly with higher resolutions. The computation time of the
ContrastCurveModule strongly depends on the input image size, therefore
cropping the images to a reasonable size helps to reduce its computational
intensity17.

2) PlotContrastCurveModule: Plots the contrast curve from the results of the
previous module. This module requires a stellar spectrum of the host star
which can be obtained from the VOSA web page18 (Bayo et al. [2008]).

16It is not required to use this module within the IfsSupportFunction as it can handle separate
wavelength channels internally

17The image size should be at least 5 times the largest selected separation (see chapter 2.4)
18Available at http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/vosa/
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Chapter 4

Testing Differential Imaging

In this chapter, the advanced differential imaging techniques listed in chapter 2.4
are tested. The three targets Beta Pictoris, 51 Eridani and HR 8799 were selected
as test targets because they have publications to compare the results with. First it
is tested, which technique detects the companions with the highest SNR and which
technique achieves the most favourable contrast. Afterwards, the techniques perfor-
mance depending on integration time ∆t, total rotation ∆α, wavelength range ∆λ
and target brightness ∆mag is analysed. Additionally, the performance of the STIM
module and the iterative usage of PCA was tested. All tests were conducted using
the implementation of the advanced differential imaging techniques into PynPoint
as described in chapter 3.

Table 1: All observations were performed with SPHERE/IFS (PI: J. Beuzit). DIT
stands for detector integration time and NDIT is the total number of images taken.
Each dataset has a total rotation of ∆α. Each image contains 39 wavelength frames
equally spread over the wavelength range λ. The atmospheric seeing is given as
approximate value for the atmospheric distortions during the whole observation.

Object Name ESO ID Date DIT[s] x NDIT ∆α[◦] λ[µm] Seeing[”]

Beta Pictoris 096.C-0241(B) 2015-11-30 4 x 760 41.1 0.95-1.35 ≈ 1

HR 8799 095.C-0298(D) 2015-09-28 16 x 256 23.8 0.95-1.68 ≈ 1

51 Eridian 198.C-0209(J) 2017-09-28 32 x 154 52.0 0.95-1.68 < 0.8

Of the three targets, Beta Pictoris has the brightest exoplanet with an absolute
magnitude of 12.56±0.08 in the J-band (Chilcote et al. [2017]). In the selected
dataset, Beta Pictoris b is at a separation of 0.249±0.001 arcsec (Wang et al. [2016]).
The whole dataset contains 760 images which is an additional advantage as it can
be split into different subsets depending on the tests. Detailed information about
how the subsets were chosen is given in the description of each test.

The exoplanets of HR 8799 and 51 Eridani are more difficult targets because
they are fainter than Beta Pictoris b. 51 Eridani b has an absolute magnitude of
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17.40 ± 0.71 in the J-band and is at a separation of 0.455 ± 0.006 arcsec (Rosa
et al. [2015]). HR8799 has the additional advantage that two companions are within
the FOV of SPHERE/IFS. The closer companion HR 8799 e is at a separation of
0.381 ± 0.007 arcsec and is therefore entirely within the FOV for all differential
imaging techniques. It has an absolute magnitude of 15.42 ± 0.21 in the J-band.
The second companion HR 8799 d is at a separation of 0.654 ± 0.007 arcsec and is
therefore only partially within the FOV. It has a magnitude of 15.61 ± 0.37 in the
J-band (Separations taken from Apai et al. [2016]; Magnitudes taken from Zurlo
et al. [2016]). The definition of partial FOV is given in chapter 2.4.

An important factor for all tests was the computational time of the advanced
differential imaging techniques implemented into PynPoint because it limited the
number of tests which could be conducted. In cases where only one target could be
selected, the dataset of Beta Pictoris was chosen because its small separation allowed
to crop the images to a small size (120x120 pixel). This reduced the computational
time while still keeping Beta Pictoris b in the full FOV.

The signal to noise ratio (SNR) for all tests was calculated using the get false
alarm probability function of PynPoint. The function uses aperture photometry
to calculate the signal at the position of the companion and compares it with the
noise of reference apertures at the same radius. For the exact implementation see
appendix B, listing 2.

4.1 Iterative PCA

In direct imaging, residual star light can be reduced considerably using PCA. Nor-
mally, all PCA components are fitted and subtracted at the same time (single PCA)
but it is also possible to apply them iteratively (iterative PCA). In this chapter, the
difference between single PCA and iterative PCA is analysed. An example showing
the difference between the two PCA methods performed on a subset of Beta Pictoris
containing 132 images over an angular range of 37.6◦ can be seen in figure 10.

The difference between single and iterative PCA is important because iterative
PCA enables to use different differential imaging techniques after each other. In fact,
the processing types SAP and ASP do exactly that. For example, the processing
type ASP first performs SDI using a single PCA reduction with N components and
afterwards performs ADI using a single PCA reduction with N components. (e.g.
ADI(N) → SDI(N)). In theory, combining ADI and SDI with different numbers of
PCA components would also be possible (e.g ADI(N) → SDI(M)). Different SDI
and ADI combinations are discussed in chapters 4.2 and 4.6.

Method and Results

To quantify the difference between single PCA and iterative PCA, the SNR of a
subset of Beta Pictoris containing 132 images over an angular range of 37.6◦ was
calculated. All images were first reduced with EsoReflex (Freudling et al. [2013])
before being prepared using Pypeline 1. For iterative PCA, a PCA reduction with
1 principal component is repeated N times. For single PCA, the data is reduced
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Figure 10: Example of iterative PCA (using n PCA reductions each with 1 principal
component) compared to using a single PCA reduction (using 1 PCA reductions each
with n principal components). The target is a subset of Beta Pictoris containing
132 images over a angular range of 37.6◦. All images were processed using SAP
(for further explanation see chapter 2.4) and median averaging was used to create
the final images. The residuals were calculated by subtracting the single PCA from
iterative PCA. The colour-bar of each image is set arbitrary.

using 1 PCA reduction with N principal components. The PCA reductions were
done using Pypeline 3. Additionally, the radial and azimuthal displacements of
Beta Pictoris b were calculated using equation 8 and 9.

The results of the SNR comparison between iterative and single PCA reduction
for different numbers N can be seen in figure 11 and is equivalent to the principal
component number. For the selected dataset of Beta Pictoris the radial displacement
is ∆r = 0.11 arcsec and the azimuthal displacement is ∆rot = 0.16 arcsec.

Discussion

The results in figure 11 show a generally low SNR. This was expected, as only a
small subset of Beta Pictoris was chosen to minimise the computational intensity.
For ADI, iterative PCA and single PCA achieve similarly results. For SDI, the single
PCA achieves slightly higher SNRs than iterative PCA. The difference is explained
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(a) ADI (b) ASP

(c) SDI (d) SAA (e) SAP

Figure 11: SNR of iterative PCA (using n PCA reductions each with 1 PCA
component) compared to using a single PCA reduction (using 1 PCA reduction each
with n principal component). The target is Beta Pictoris using subset containing
132 images over an angular range of 37.6◦. The differential imaging techniques are
explained in chapter 2.4.

as a result of the weak signal which can be influenced by the SDI (or ADI) tail
around the exoplanets position.

The differential techniques combining ADI and SDI had similar SNRs for both
single and iterative PCA. The slightly higher SNR for single PCA can be explained
by the influence of the SDI tail which is a self-subtraction artefact. The stronger self-
subtraction in SDI than in ADI is explained with the smaller radial displacement
after rescaling (≈ 0.11 arcsec) than the rotational displacements (≈ 0.16 arcsec).
Small approximation errors in iterative PCA could increase the self-subtraction of
the companion. The influence of self-subtraction is further analysed in chapter 4.3.
Additionally, the shape of the curves is discussed in chapter 4.2.

Overall, the results found in this chapter show that switching several times be-
tween ADI and SDI is feasible for Beta Pictoris b as the influence of applying PCA
iteratively is small. For the course of this thesis it is assumed that the single and
iterative PCA can be used interchangeably. To further test this assumption more
targets could be analysed. This would be especially insightful as the performance
of advanced differential imaging techniques can strongly depend on the observed
target.

Because this result shows that every reduction step can be followed by another,
many different combinations are possible. The number of possible combinations
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goes exponentially with the number of principal components. For N principal com-
ponents, there exist 2N possible ADI / SDI combinations. Fortunately, if the target
is bright enough that a few principal components suffice for a detection, the number
of possible combinations becomes small enough to be tested.

4.2 Advanced Differential Imaging Techniques

ADI efficiently reduces non-rotating noise while SDI efficiently reduces noise which
scales with wavelength. Combining both to advanced differential imaging techniques
allows the efficient reduction of both confounding factors (see chapter 2.4). In this
chapter, advanced differential imaging techniques are compared to ADI on Beta
Pictoris, 51 Eridani and HR 8799. The goal is to determine which techniques achieve
the highest SNR depending on the target and which achieve the most favourable
contrasts.

Method and Results

All data used during this test was first reduced with EsoReflex (Freudling et al.
[2013]) before being prepared with Pypeline 1 and 2. The differential imaging tech-
niques were applied using Pypeline 3 with principal component numbers between 0
and 18 before calculating the SNR. To find the detection limit in the datasets, the
contrast curve for 5 sigma detection limits were calculated using 4 principal compo-
nents. The separation range of the contrast curves has a lower limit of 0.15” because
of the inner working angle of the coronagraph (Wilby [2018]). The upper limit was
set to 0.3” for a reasonable computational intensity. Especially the evaluation time
of ADI-SDI combinations was a limiting factor. The selection of smaller subsets
and cropping the images to a reasonable size (according to chapter 3.7) allowed to
reduce the computation time. On the other hand, this also limited the analysis to a
smaller FOV.

For Beta Pictoris a subset containing 132 images over an angular range of 37.6◦

was selected. The calculated SNRs can be seen in figure 12a. Examples of final
images can be seen in the appendix, figure 37. The HR 8799 system consists of 4
known exoplanets but only e is within the full FOV of SPHERE/IFS after cropping
the images. The SNR values using different reduction processes on HR 8799 e can
be seen in figure 12c. The SNR values using different reduction processes on 51
Eridani b can be seen in figure 12e.

Because SAA and ADI were expected to achieve higher SNRs with principal
components larger than 18, they were tested using Pypeline 3 on the Beta Pictoris
subset with principal component numbers up to 780 for SAA and 120 for ADI. The
result can be seen in figure 13.

To quantify the limitations of the different reduction processes, the contrast
curves were calculated. Each reduction process has its highest SNR at a specific
number of PCA components but because of computational limitations, only a few
PCA components could be selected. The contrast curve for the same subset of the
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(a) SNR map of Beta Pictoris b (b) Contrast curves for Beta Pictoris

(c) SNR map of HR 8799 e (d) Contrast curves for HR 8799

(e) SNR map of 51 Eridian b (f) Contrast curves for 51 Eridani

Figure 12: SNRs larger than 0 and contrast curves of the three test targets for
different reduction processes (PI: J. Beuzit). For Beta Pictoris a subset of 132
images over a range of 37.6◦ was used. All contrast curves were calculated using
4 PCA components. The lower separation limit of 0.1 arcsec is given by the inner
working angle of the coronagraph. The contrast curves of HR 8799 are compared to
an approximation of (1): Zurlo et al. [2016]; the contrast curves of 51 Eridani are
compared an approximation to (2): Samland et al. [2017]. The differential imaging
techniques are explained in chapter 2.4. NAN was also calculated for all targets but
all SNRs were below 0.
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(a) ADI for 0 to 120 principal components (b) SAA for 0 to 1000 principal components

Figure 13: SNR using SAA and ADI on a subset of Beta Pictoris b containing
132 images over an angular range of 37.6◦. The differential imaging techniques are
explained in chapter 2.4.

Beta Pictoris as used for the SNR calculation can be seen in figure 12b. The contrast
curves for 51 Eridani and HR 8799 can be seen in figure 12f and 12d, respectively.

Discussion - Detections

For the detection of Beta Pictoris b, the best combination according to figure 12a
is SAP using 4 principal components (ADI(2) → SDI(2)). The SNR becomes lower
if more principal components are used which can be explained by self-subtraction
of the companion (see chapter 4.3). The generally low SNR of ADI for principal
component numbers less than 18 can be explained by the short integration time and
the strong influence of the speckles. This result shows the advantage of the advanced
differential imaging technique especially in speckle limited cases. The integration
time after which Beta Pictoris b is speckle limited is determined in chapter 4.5.

The result for 51 Eridani b in figure 12e shows the highest SNR for ASP using
2 principal components (ADI(1) → SDI(1)). Similar to Beta Pictoris b, the drop
in SNR of SAP and ASP with increasing principal components is explained by
self-subtraction. Unlike Beta Pictoris b, ADI can achieve a 7 sigma detection of 51
Eridani b using 10 principal components. This was expected, as the larger separation
(≈ 0.45”) reduces the influence of speckles. Overall, the results show that SAP and
ASP achieve higher SNRs than using only ADI.

HR 8799 e is at a slightly shorter separation (0.38 arcsec) from its host star
then 51 Eridani b (0.45 arcsec) but is also considerably fainter (≈ 2 mag). The
result in figure 12c shows that the maximum SNR is achieved using ASP with 6
principal components. With HR 8799 e, ADI does not achieve a detection over 2
sigma which was expected because of the strong speckle influence. Therefore, the
advanced differential imaging techniques allowed to detect an exoplanet which was
not detectable with ADI alone.

As mentioned in chapter 2.4, SAA uses only one PCA reduction where, on the
other hand, SDI and ADI use several (the exact number depends on the dataset).
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Therefore, it was expected, that SAA has a lower SNR than other advanced dif-
ferential imaging techniques at low numbers of principal components. Comparing
the results of Beta Pictoris b from figure 13b with the ones from figure 12a shows
that after using a sufficient number of principal components (≈ 400), the SNRs of
SAA are higher than SAP. A similar analysis was conducted for ADI and the re-
sults can be seen in figure 13a. Its highest SNR was found for roughly 60 principal
components. As expected, this is still lower than all other SDI/ADI combinations.
Unfortunately, because of computational limitations, a comparison between the ad-
vanced differential imaging techniques using more than 18 principal components was
not feasible for 51 Eridani b and HR 8799 e.

Overall, the newly implemented advanced differential imaging techniques achieve
higher detection limits and have clearer detections for the three selected targets. The
faint and close in HR 8799 e profited the most from adding SDI to ADI as it was
not detectable using only ADI. Nevertheless, only three targets were tested and the
results differed for all of them. To make a general statement about the advanced
differential imaging techniques, more targets need to be analysed.

Discussion - Contrast Limits

The detection limits of the advanced differential imaging techniques applied to the
Beta Pictoris dataset can be seen in the contrast curves of figure 12b. SAP and ASP
achieve the highest contrasts. Compared to ADI, they can detect fainter exoplanets
especially at larger separations. Because only a subset of Beta Pictoris was chosen,
its contrast curves were expected to be less favourable than HR 8799 or 51 Eridani
and no further conclusions were drawn from this contrast curve.

The contrast curves for HR 8799 in figure 12d show the most favourable contrasts
for SAP and ASP. They improve the contrast of ADI by roughly 2 magnitudes for
all tested separations. SAA and SDI performed similar to ADI and no significant
difference between these three was found. Zurlo et al. [2016] also analysed 51 Eridani
and their results can be compared to the ones found in this chapter. They used
different datasets than this thesis with a total integration time of ≈1.7h. Their
reduction resulted in a contrast of 11 to 15 ∆mag in the innermost 0.35”. To avoid
self-subtraction, they selected the reduction frames for each image according to the
exoplanets position to minimise PSF overlap. Compared to the results found by the
tested advanced differential imaging techniques, they achieved contrasts roughly 2
magnitudes more favourable which is explained by less self-subtraction due to their
selective reduction frames.

Similar to Beta Pictoris and HR 8799, the most favourable contrasts of 51 Eri-
dani in figure 12d are achieved with SAP and ASP. Compared to ADI, they improve
the contrast by roughly 1 magnitude for separations smaller than 0.25 arcsec. At
larger separations, now clear difference between ADI, SAP and ASP can be seen.
The result of 51 Eridani can be compared to the contrasts calculated by Samland
et al. [2017]. They used different datasets with a total integration time of ≈4.5h.
Their reduction resulted in a contrast of 11 to 15 ∆mag in the innermost 0.35”.
Similar to this thesis, they used a combination of ADI and SDI. They first per-
formed ADI on wavelength channels in which no planetary flux is expected because
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of methane and water absorption. Then they only used those channels for SDI before
reducing the whole cube with ADI. In their case, using selective reference frames did
not achieve better results than found with the tested advanced differential imaging
techniques. Especially at short separations, SAP and ASP can detect exoplanets
over 1 magnitude fainter than they could.

Overall, the advanced differential imaging techniques SAP and ASP achieved bet-
ter contrast curves than ADI in all three targets. No clear separation dependence
of their performance could be found an neither SAP nor ASP could significantly
outperform the other. Furthermore, Samland et al. [2017] and Zurlo et al. [2016]
carefully selected their reduction frames for each image and hence later achieved
more favourable contrasts in HR 8799 than found in this chapter. As the newly
implemented SDI now allows to efficiently analyse SPHERE/IFS data, those selec-
tive reduction frame techniques could be combined with the implemented advanced
differential imaging techniques to further improve the contrast limits.

4.3 Companion Brightness

PCA reduces the stellar PSF and helps to detect faint companions. Because of
the companion’s azimuthal and radial (after wavelength rescaling) shift during the
observation, its signal is smeared out and thus should not be reduced by the PCA.
Unfortunately, the PSF of a bright companion can have considerable overlap and
thus it could also be partially removed. This effect is called self-subtraction. The
same can happen to faint companions in higher order principal components. In this
chapter the SNR dependence on the target’s brightness is tested.

Method and Results

To analyse the influence of a companion’s brightness on the final SNR, a subset of
the Beta Pictoris dataset containing 132 images over an angular range of 37.6◦ was
selected. All data used during this test was first reduced with EsoReflex (Freudling
et al. [2013]) before being prepared with Pypeline 1. Afterwards fake planets with
a given magnitude were injected at SEP = 0.25 arcsec and PA = 0◦ using the
FakePlanetModule of PynPoint. The fake planet and Beta Pictoris b have a rota-
tional offset of approximately 135◦ to prevent interference. Afterwards, the prepared
images were processed using Pypeline 3 with 4 and 10 principal components. The
results can be seen in figure 14. Additionally, the rotational and radial displace-
ments of the dataset were calculated with equations 8 and 9 and were found to be
∆r = 0.11 arcsec and ∆rot = 16 arcsec.
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(a) 4 principal components (b) 10 principal components

Figure 14: SNR for injected fake companions with different magnitudes. The
dataset used for the injection is a subset of Beta Pictoris containing 132 images
over the angular range 37.6◦ (PI: J. Beuzit). The fake companion was injected at
SEP = 0.25 arcsec and PA = 0◦. Only SNR values larger than 2 are displayed.
The differential imaging techniques are explained in chapter 2.4

Discussion

Generally, fainter companions have a lower SNR as their signal is weaker. In figure
14a, this trend can be seen in all differential imaging techniques. For faint com-
panions (∆mag < 6), SAP and ASP achieve the highest SNR which agrees with
the contrast curves in chapter 4.2. Those techniques can be used to detect compan-
ions approximately 1 magnitude fainter than with ADI. In figure 14a, the SNR for
bright targets (∆mag > 4) stagnates at a constant value for all differential imaging
techniques. Because NAN is also affected, this test shows that not only PCA can
cause self-subtraction. Furthermore, it shows that for small reductions (less than 5
principal components or classical ADI) the self-subtraction exactly cancels the signal
gain of bright companions.

Comparing the results from figure 14a and figure 14b shows an increasing impor-
tance of self-subtraction with higher principal component number. For 10 principal
components (see figure 14b), self-subtraction is dominant up to ∆mag = 6. There-
fore, the tests indicate that SAP, ASP, ADI or SDI might result in lower SNRs for
targets with ∆mag < 6 than only derotating and stacking would achieve. For com-
panions with ∆mag < 4, ADI and SAA achieve better results than SAP and ASP.
Especially SAA only shows minimal self-subtraction, which was expected for this
method as 4 and 10 principal components only slightly reduces the images.

Self-subtraction is caused by PSF overlap. Because the PSF overlap not only
depends on the brightness of the companion but also on the azimuthal displacements
∆rot and radial displacements ∆r (see chapter 4.4), the lower ∆mag limits for
the differential imaging techniques cannot be derived from companion brightness
alone. In figure 14, the self-subtraction of SDI is stronger than of ADI. Both use
displacements in a single direction but the radial displacements are smaller (∆r =
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0.11 arcsec) than the angular displacement (∆rot = 0.16 arcsec). This explains the
lower SNR of SDI as smaller displacements cause higher self-subtraction (see chapter
4.4).

As discussed in chapter 4.4, rotation and separation of a dataset strongly affect
self-subtraction. The injection was only done for one separation of 0.25 arcsec. Fur-
ther tests for different separations would help to analyse the combined dependence
of separation and target brightness.

4.4 Rotation and Wavelength Range

An important aspect of ADI is the total azimuthal rotation ∆α during the observa-
tion. Insufficient field rotation (and therefore small rotational displacements ∆rot)
lead to PSF overlap and this, in turn, would lead to a lower SNR because of the
companion’s self-subtraction. SDI on the other hand, does not use azimuthal dis-
placements, and thus does not depend on ∆α. However, it does depend on the total
radial displacement ∆r which is caused by the rescaling according to the wavelength
range ∆λ of the observations. Analogous to the rotation, the larger the wavelength
range, the lower the PSF overlap. In this chapter the performances of the advanced
differential imaging techniques are analysed under different total rotations ∆α and
different wavelength ranges ∆λ.

Method and Results

For the rotation test, the dataset of Beta Pictoris was split into subsets. Each subset
contained 20 images with different total rotations. This sample size was chosen to al-
low a reasonable rotational resolution. The images of each subset were chosen evenly
spaced over their total rotation (e.g: the subset corresponding to 10◦ contained the
images with the companion at approximate azimuthal positions of {0◦, 0.5◦, 1◦, ...
, 9◦, 9.5◦}). The dataset of Beta Pictoris therefore allowed to scan rotation angles
from 0.97◦ up to 37.4◦. All subsets were reduced with EsoReflex (Freudling et al.
[2013]) before being prepared with Pypeline 1. Afterwards, they were processed us-
ing the advanced differential imaging techniques applied with Pypeline 3. The SNR
dependence on the total rotation ∆α can be seen in figure 15.

To test the SNR’s dependence on wavelength range, a subset of the Beta Pictoris
dataset containing 132 images over an angular range of 37.6◦ was chosen and reduced
with EsoReflex. This subset was used to create five new subsets each containing
seven wavelength frames taken from each of the 132 images19. The wavelength
difference ∆λ within the subsets is: 0.07µm, 0.14µm, 0.22µm, 0.29µm and 0.36µm.
All subsets were prepared using Pypeline 1. Afterwards, they were processed using
the advanced differential imaging techniques applied with Pypeline 3. The SNR
dependence on the total wavelength range ∆λ can be seen in figure 16.

For comparable results, the displacements are also given in FWHM of Beta
Pictoris. The average FWHM was calculated using the flux images of Beta Pictoris

19After being processed with EsoReflex each image contains 39 wavelength frames.
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(a) 4 principal components (b) 8 principal components

Figure 15: SNR for different total rotation angles ∆α. The test target is Beta
Pictoris (PI: J. Beuzit) using subsets containing 20 images with different total ro-
tations. All images of the subsets are evenly spaced over their total rotation. The
FWHM was calculated using the flux images of Beta Pictoris at λ = 1.16µm. At the
separation of Beta Pictoris b (0.25 arcsec), a rotation of 9.40◦ causes a 1 FWHM
displacement. The differential imaging techniques are explained in chapter 2.4.

(a) 2 principal components (b) 6 principal components

Figure 16: SNR for different total wavelength ranges ∆λ. The test target is
Beta Pictoris using a subset of 132 images over a wavelength range of 37.6◦ (PI: J.
Beuzit). To scan different wavelength ranges, these subsets are further divided into
sets containing 7 frames from each of the 132 images. All frames of the subsets are
evenly spaced over their total wavelength range. The FWHM was calculated using
the flux images of Beta Pictoris at λ = 1.16µm. The wavelength range of the Beta
Pictoris dataset is 0.95 - 1.35µm and therefore a wavelength difference of 0.158µm
causes a 1 FWHM displacement. The differential imaging techniques are explained
in chapter 2.4.
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at λ = 1.16µm and 1 FWHM was found to be 0.041 arcsec. Using equations 8, 9
and setting ∆r = ∆rot = FWHM, the rotation and wavelength ranges equivalent
to a displacement of 1 FWHM are: ∆αFWHM = 9.40◦ and ∆λFWHM = 0.156µm.

Discussion

The reduction processes SAP and ASP show a linear SNR increase for small ∆α.
After a certain ∆α, the PSF overlap is no longer dominant, and thus at larger ∆α the
SNR does not increase significantly. Using SAP or ASP with 4 principal components,
this happens at ∆α ≈ 15◦ (equivalent to ≈ 1.6 FWHM). Because of self-subtraction
the SNR gets significantly lower for SAP and ASP using 8 principal components.
Nevertheless, a small increase in SNR up to approximately 4 sigma can be seen for
SAP, ASP and SAA. The SNR values for ADI and SDI are generally below 2 and
thus dominated by noise and processing artefacts. Their low SNR can be explained
by the short integration time and the low number of principal components selected
for which Beta Pictoris b was not visible in chapter 4.2 using these techniques.

In the results of the wavelength test in figure 16, the reduction processes SAP
and ASP increase approximately linearly with ∆λ. Similar to the wavelength range,
the increase is weaker if more principal components are used which can again be
explained by the companion’s self-subtraction. Because of the low resolution of
SPHERE/IFS, only wavelength ranges between 0.07µm and 0.36µm could be anal-
ysed. An additional effect which must be considered in this test is the varying
brightness of Beta Pictoris b depending on wavelength. For the wavelength range
0.95 - 1.35µm of this dataset, the measurements of Chilcote et al. [2017] show an
approximately linear increase in brightness for longer wavelengths. Averaging their
results over the same ∆λ as the subsets shows, that the averaged signal of Beta
Pictoris b no more than doubles form ∆λ = 0.07µm to ∆λ = 0.36µm. Therefore,
the higher SNR for larger ∆λ in figure 16a cannot only be caused by the increasing
brightness of Beta Pictoris b but also by reduced self-subtraction due to larger ∆r.

The results for the tests on ∆α and ∆λ both show increased SNRs for larger
ranges. Therefore, to optimise the advanced differential imaging techniques, the
SPHERE/IFS wavelength range of 0.95 - 1.68µm should be used. Additionally, the
dataset should have a total rotation resulting in an azimuthal displacement of at least
1.6 FWHM. The exact rotation value depends on the target, because companions
at smaller separations need a larger total rotation.

To reduce the self-subtraction even in cases with only small displacements, dat-
acube libraries can be used where the reduction frames are selected individually for
each image. As mentioned in chapter 4.2, Pueyo et al. [2015] and Zurlo et al. [2016]
used them on HR 8799 to achieve better detection limits. They created the datacube
library by skipping all wavelength frames where the PSF overlap was larger than
a given threshold therefore reducing self-subtraction. Adding selection criteria for
reduction frames into the PynPoint modules could help to achieve higher SNRs.
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4.5 Integration Time

In this chapter, the SNR dependence on total integration time is analysed. As the
FOV of SPHERE/IFS is small, its images are mostly limited by the residual noise
of the star (e.g. speckles). Therefore, a longer integration time might not result in a
higher SNR. The goal of this test is to determine in which cases a longer integration
time can improve detections and if the advanced differntial imaging techniques help
to reduce the speckle’s influence. This is especially important es telescope time is
rear and expensive.

Method and Results

The dataset of Beta Pictoris was used as a test target as its short detector inte-
gration time of 4 seconds per image allows for a detailed analysis. All images were
reduced with EsoReflex (Freudling et al. [2013]) before being prepared with Pype-
line 1. Afterwards, several subsets with different integration times were created.
Each subset contains subsequent images with a total integration time of ∆t (e.g.
subset∆t=80 = {image 1, image 2, image 3,..., image 19, image 20} and subset∆t=240

= {image 1, image 2, image 3,..., image 59, image 60}). Therefore, the rotational
difference between subsequent images is the same for all datasets but the total rota-
tion ∆α increases with integration time. Each subset was then processed according
to Pypeline 3 before calculating the SNR of Beta Pictoris b. The results can be seen
in figure 17.

To compare the results with the SNR increase of the photon noise limited case,
a slope proportional to

√
t is plotted. If the noise is only due to short integration

time, the SNR is expected to follow this curve.

(a) 4 principal components (b) 16 principal components

Figure 17: SNR dependence on integration time. The test target is Beta Pictoris b
(PI: J. Beuzit). A curve proportional to

√
t is shown to compare the SNR increase of

the observation to the photon noise limited case. The differential imaging techniques
are explained in chapter 2.4.
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Discussion

In figure 17a, the SNR of SAP and ASP roughly follows the photon noise curve for
∆t < 1500 s. This was expected, as short integration times lead to photon noise
limited observations. Afterwards, no clear increase with integration time can be
seen. This stagnation is presumably because of the stellar speckles which limits the
detection. In comparison, ADI in figure 17b never shows more than a 2.5 sigma
detection and only follows the photon noise curve up to ∆t < 1000 s. As mentioned
in chapter 2.4, SAP and ASP should help to reduce the speckle noise. The results
confirm this as SAP and ASP scale better with integration time than ADI.

Overall, using integration times over 1500 seconds (roughly 30 minutes) does not
increase the SNR significantly. This result is also influenced by the selection of the
subset. Because the images were chosen subsequently and not spread out as in other
tests, they have a larger PSF overlap and therefore are more likely to be affected
by self-subtraction. Additionally in figure 17b, self-subtraction effects could be an
explanation of the increasing SNR for ASP after 1500 seconds because ∆α increases
with ∆t (see chapter 4.4). In all other tests, SAP and ASP were self-subtraction
dominated if more than 10 principal components were used.

Janson et al. [2007] analysed the integration time dependence of ADI and SDI
combinations for ε Eridani. In contrast to this chapter’s test, they used three narrow
band filters for SDI (1.575 µm, 1.600 µm and 1.625 µm). Additionally, they only
choose two time instances for the ADI reduction. Similar to the results in figure 17a
they found that the errors first increased according to the photon noise curve before
slightly deviating. Overall, the results from this thesis are in agreement with their
results.

4.6 Further ADI/SDI Combinations

As described in chapter 2.4, many different combinations of ADI and SDI are pos-
sible. All previous tests used SAP or ASP which performed ADI and SDI one after
the other with the same number of principal components (e.g. SAP with 4 principal
components is: SDI(2) → ADI(2)). A priori it is not clear whether using SDI and
ADI with an equal number of principal components results in the highest SNR. Ad-
ditionally, the best reduction for one target is not necessarily the best for all. In this
chapter, SAP and ASP with different ADI and SDI strengths were analysed (e.g.
SDI(M) → ADI(N) and ADI(N) → SDI(M)).

Method and Results

To test further ADI and SDI combination, a subset of the Beta Pictoris dataset
containing 132 images over an angular range of 37.6◦ was analysed. All images were
reduced with EsoReflex (Freudling et al. [2013]) before being prepared with Pype-
line 1. Afterwards, Pypeline 3 was used twice to first apply ADI with N principal
components and then used again to apply SDI with a number of M principal com-
ponents. The same was done using first SDI than ADI. The maximum number of
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(a) Beta Pictoris b using first SDI then ADI (b) Beta Pictoris b using first ADI then SDI

(c) HR 8799 e using first SDI then ADI (d) HR 8799 e using first ADI then SDI

(e) 51 Eridani b using first SDI then ADI (f) 51 Eridani b using first ADI then SDI

Figure 18: SNR maps of three test targets (PI: J. Beuzit) processed with the
differential techniques SDI(M) → ADI(N) and ADI(N) → SDI(M) on a grid of 0 to
4 principal components. For Beta Pictoris a subset of 132 images over an angular
range of 37.6◦ was chosen. For 51 Eridani and HR 8799, the full dataset was used.
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principal components per reduction step was limited to 4 (0 ≤ N ≤ 4, 0 ≤ M ≤ 4).
This principal component range was chosen based on the first analysis of SAP and
ASP in chapter 4.2 where the best reduction was within this rang and because of
computational limitations. The SNR values for SDI(M) → ADI(N) and ADI(N) →
SDI(M) can be seen in figures 18a and 18b, respectively.

The same analysis was conducted for 51 Eridani b and the SNR values for SDI(M)
→ ADI(N) and ADI(N) → SDI(M) can be seen in figures 18e and 18f, respectively.
Lastly, HR 8799 e was analysed and its SNR values for SDI(M) → ADI(N) and
ADI(N) → SDI(M) can be seen in figures 18c and 18d, respectively.

Discussion

The SNR maps for Beta Pictoris b in figures 18a and 18b show the highest SNR for
using ADI(4)→ SDI(2). Therefore confirming, that the best reduction technique not
necessarily requires M = N. As the number of principal components was capped at
4, using more principal components in the ADI step of SAP might result in a higher
SNR. A similarity between the results in this chapter and the ones from chapter 4.2
is a strong decrease in SNR if more than 2 principal components in SDI are used.
This effect is explained by self-subtraction.

The results in figure 18e and 18f for 51 Eridani b show a maximum SNR for
ADI(1) → SDI(4). In both SAP and ASP no clear trend with number of principal
components in ADI and SDI can be seen. Therefore, it is possible that the best
combination has not been found yet. As 51 Eridani b is at a separation of 0.45
arcsec it is less influenced by speckles than the other targets. Thus, it was expected
that only a small number of principal components in SDI would suffice but the results
show that the best technique uses the highest number of all three test targets. A
possible explanation for this result is that the small radial shifts close to the host
star (see equation 8) cause interpolation effects which limit the quality of the SDI
reduction. At larger separations, the PSF is shifted more and therefore can be
better modelled by the PCA. Another explanation would be the waffle spots which
are present in all images of 51 Eridani, Beta Pictoris and HR 8799. Creating the
waffle spots also leads to additional residual star light at separations larger than 0.45
arcsec. On the other hand, because no remnants of this pattern can be found in the
processed images (e.g. appendix A, figure 39), the influence of the waffle spots is
considered neglectable.

In agreement with chapter 4.2, HR 8799 e does not have its maximum SNR at
the minimum number of principal components. The highest SNR is achieved using
ADI(2)→ SDI(3) and therefore the best differential imaging technique is not limited
by the boundaries of M or N. On the other hand, the best reduction technique could
be a local maximum and therefore, it is still possible that a reduction technique
outside of the tested parameter space achieves a higher SNR. Similar to 51 Eridani
b, the higher number of principal components in SDI compared to Beta Pictoris is
explained by a better reduction of the stellar PSF at larger separations.

Not using ADI (SDI(m)→ ADI(0) or ADI(0)→ SDI(p)) is equivalent to SDI and
this technique achieves significantly lower SNRs in all three targets. The same holds
true if no SDI is used (equivalent to ADI). Therefore, the results in figure 18 confirm
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that combining SDI and ADI achieves higher SNRs at low principal component
numbers. As ADI generally achieves better results at principal component numbers
above 10 (see chapter 4.2), it is expected that the SNR increases for ADI(>10).
On the other hand, ADI did not achieve higher SNRs than SAP or ASP in chapter
4.2 and therefore it is not expected that it outperforms them if more principal
components are used. Because of computational imitations, it was not possible to
explore a larger parameter space.

Overall, the results show that for each target another differential imaging tech-
nique achieves the highest SNR. If observations are searched for new companions it is
therefore best to use all advanced differential imaging techniques. Using these tech-
niques with M 6=N increases the chance of finding new companions but also increases
the computational time considerably.

4.7 STIM Detection Map

The detection maps of all tests were created by averaging over the whole dataset
using the median. This has the advantage that photometry is still possible on the
final image, but it might not be the best way to create a detection map. During
this thesis, the STIM module proposed by Pairet et al. [2019] was implemented (see
section 3.5). In this chapter the STIM module is tested and compared to median
averaging.
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Figure 19: Example of detection maps using median averaging and the STIM map
proposed by Pairet et al. [2019]. The target is Beta Pictoris using a subset of 132
images over an angular range of 37.6◦ (PI: J. Beuzit). The colour-bar of each image
is set arbitrary and brighter colours represent higher values.

Method and Results

To analyse the STIM module, the tests of chapter 4.2 were repeated using the same
datasets. This includes reducing them with EsoReflex (Freudling et al. [2013]) before
preparing them with Pypeline 1. Afterwards, Pypeline 3 is applied but instead of
averaging to get the final image, the STIM map was produced. Theses maps were
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(a) SNR map of Beta Pictoris b using median
averaging

(b) SNR map of Beta Pictoris b using the
STIM detection map

(c) SNR map of HR 8799 e using median
averaging

(d) SNR map of HR 8799 e using the STIM
detection map

(e) SNR map of 51 Eridani b using median
averaging

(f) SNR map of 51 Eridani b using the STIM
detection map

Figure 20: SNR detections larger than 0 of three different targets (PI: J. Beuzit)
using the STIM module. For comparison the results of chapter 4.2 are displayed.
For Beta Pictoris a subset of 132 images over an angular range of 37.6◦ was chosen.
For 51 Eridani and HR 8799, the full dataset was used. The differential imaging
techniques are explained in chapter 2.4. NAN was also calculated for all targets but
all SNRs were below 0.
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4 TESTING DIFFERENTIAL IMAGING

calculated using the implementation in PynPoint as described in chapter 3.5. The
resulting SNR of the STIM maps for Beta Pictoris, HR 8799 and 51 Eridani can be
seen in figures 20b, 20f and 20d, respectively. For comparison, the targets results
from chapter 4.2 are displayed in figures 20a, 20e and 20c, respectively.

A visual comparison between a median and a STIM detection map can be seen
in figure 19. The target shown is a subset of the Beta Pictoris dataset containing
132 images over an angular range of 37.6◦.

Discussion

The change in SNR from the median averaged image to the STIM map is different
for all three targets: 51 Eridani b shows a slightly higher SNR compared to median
averaging, HR 8799 e does not show significant differences and Beta Pictoris b has
a significantly lower SNR. Pairet et al. [2019] claim that their detection map could
improve the detection of exoplanets. The results of this thesis only confirm this in
one of three cases. Similar to the advanced differential imaging technique, the best
detection map can strongly depend on the dataset. The STIM detection map could
result in better detections for some targets but as no significant improvement could
be found in this chapter, the STIM module was not further used during this thesis.
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Chapter 5

Background Star Rejection

In chapter 2.5, two classification criteria currently in use are described which can
be used to determine if an observed companion candidate is bound or background.
The first method uses co-movement measurements for which two observations at
least several months apart are necessary. Because a second observation is not al-
ways accessible, this method is not suitable for all targets. The second method
uses molecular absorption lines to characterise a companion candidate. Unfortu-
nately, the resolution of SPHERE/IFS is not high enough to characterise an object
purely on absorption lines. To resolve this problem the model based rejection was
developed which allows to identify background sources with a single, low resolution
measurement.

The model based rejection is explained in chapter 5.1. To derive a distance esti-
mation to companion candidates, the temperature-radius relation for brown dwarfs
is derived in chapter 5.2. Additionally, rejection methods which were investigated
during this thesis but did not perform better than the model based rejection are
presented in chapter 5.3. Lastly, the model based rejection was tested on 51 Eridani
b and the results can be seen in chapter 5.4.

5.1 Model Based Rejection

The model based rejection was developed to classify a companion candidate as bound
or background source with a single, low resolution measurement. It compares the
observed spectrum (for example from SPHERE/IFS) of a companion candidate with
exoplanet atmosphere models to derive its basic characteristics (Teff , log g, metallic-
ity and distance). This information is then used to classify the companion candidate.

First, an exoplanet atmosphere model grid is set up. As the companion candidate
can be a planet or a star, a model20 Fmodel(Teff , log g,FeH) with the parameters of
both object types is required. For this thesis, the Bt-Settl model was chosen (Allard

20It would also be possible to combine several models for a more detailed search over a larger
parameter space.
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5 BACKGROUND STAR REJECTION

[2013]) with a resolution of ∆T = 200K, ∆ log g = 0.5 and ∆FeH ≈ 0.5 over the
range of Teff = [2000K, 9800K], log g = [2.0, 5.0] and FeH = [-2.0, 0.0].

The models Fmodel(Teff , log g,FeH) do not yet account for the distance to or the
size of the companion candidate. The flux increases linearly with the surface of the
object (for a sphere: F ∝ A = 4πR2

obj) and decreases quadratically with the distance

(F ∝ 1
4πD2 ). The flux FMD(Teff , log g,FeH, Robj, D) at a distance D can therefore

be written as:

FMD(Teff , log g,FeH, Robj, D) =
4πR2

obj

4πD2
Fmodel(Teff , log g,FeH) (12)

The object radius Robj cannot be directly measured with direct imaging and hence
must be deduced from measurable quantities. Therefore, in chapter 5.2 the results
of Stassun et al. [2012] were used to derive a linear Teff −R relation for objects with
temperatures between 3300 - 4200K:

Robj = B0Teff +Q0 = (2.9× 10−3Rjup

K
)Teff − 5.5Rjup (13)

With the parameters B0 = 2.9 × 10−3Rjup/K and Q0 = −5.5Rjup. Comparing
objects with temperature below 3300K to the linear approximation showed that this
approximation is valid down to 2200K (see chapter 5.2). Combining equation 12
and 13 results in the relation:

FMD(Teff, log g,FeH, D) =

(
B0Teff +Q0

D

)2

Fmodel(Teff, log g,FeH) (14)

In theory other effects which are not yet considered in the above formula could
influence the spectrum. Two possible effects are reddening caused by circumstel-
lar dust (especially as direct imaging usually targets young stars) and interstellar
reddening. For this thesis interstellar reddening is neglectable because the inter-
stellar medium around the sun is relatively transparent (EB−V < 0.03, Whittet
[2002]) and all considered targets are within 140pc. Circumstellar disks can cause
significant reddening (e.g. 2MASS 10065573-6352086 has a visual extinction of
AV = 0.16±0.04mag) but many targets are not affected at all (Pecaut and Mamajek
[2016]). For this thesis, circumstellar reddening was also neglected.

The adjusted model grid FMD can then be used to characterise companion can-
didates found in observations. In a first step, each model of the grid is fitted to the
spectrum using only the distance D of equation 14 as a free parameter. Afterwards,
the correlation between the fitted model and the observed spectrum can be calcu-
lated to find the best fit model. The parameters of this model are equivalent to a
rough estimation of the companion candidate’s characteristics. For most observa-
tions, the distance Dobs to the observed target is known and can be compared to
the estimated distance of the best fit model Dest.

To determine if an object is bound, the error of the distance estimation needs
to be calculated. A first lower estimation of the error σD is derived in chapter 5.2.
The error estimation σD on the distance estimation Dest can be calculated with the
following equation:

σD = Dest
1.25

Teff × 2.9× 10−3 1
K − 5.5

(15)
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5 BACKGROUND STAR REJECTION

Using the estimated distance Dest and the characteristics found through model fit-
ting, classification criteria can be defined. In this thesis, a companion candidate is
classified as a bound companion if either of the following criteria is fulfilled:

1) |Dobs −Dest| < 2σD

2) Teff ≤ 2400K

Objects with a temperature lower than 2400K might not be fitted accurately and
might not result in a reasonable distance estimation. To minimise false negatives an
object it therefore classified as bound if its temperature is below 2400K.

5.2 Temperature-Radius Relation for Brown Dwarfs

The measured flux of an astrophysical point source depends to first order on its tem-
perature, distance, and size. An object is brighter if it is hotter, closer or larger. The
temperature of an object can be derived using its spectral information (see chapter
5.1) but the distance and radius are degenerate. As the flux increases linearly with
the surface of the object (for a sphere: F ∝ A = 4πR2

obj) and decreases quadratically

with the distance (F ∝ 1
4πD2 ), a measured object with a given temperature is either

be small and close by or large and far away and would produce the same signal.
In this section a relation between the temperature and radius of brown dwarfs and
M-dwarfs is derived to lift this degeneracy.

The mass, temperature, radius and luminosity of main-sequence stars can be
approximated using simple relations. For example, Kuiper [1938] found the empirical
relation L/L� = (M/M�)4 for stars with M < 50M�. Similarly, the temperature-
radius degeneracy of main sequence stars can be lifted using the simplified relation
R/T ≈ const. As brown dwarfs are significantly colder than main-sequence stars,
this relation might no longer hold perfectly.

Stassun et al. [2012] derived an empirical Teff − R relation for low mass stars
between 3300K to 4200K using fourth order polynomials21. For this thesis, a linear
approximation of their result was chosen using a Taylor approximation of their
polynomials around 0.5M�. This leads to the following Teff −R relation:

R = B0Teff +Q0 = (2.9× 10−3Rjup

K
)Teff − 5.5Rjup (16)

Where the parameters B0 = 2.9× 10−3Rjup/K and Q0 = −5.5Rjup were calculated
using a first order Taylor approximation around 0.5M�.

21Stassun et al. [2012] only derived the relations: temperature-mass and radius-mass. The first
order Taylor approximation of their derived radius-mass relation around 0.5M� results in: M =
0.96(R − 0.5) − 0.49 ≈ R. Therefore, for this thesis, the temperature-mass relation was directly
related to the temperature-radius relation.
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5 BACKGROUND STAR REJECTION

Quality of the Linear Approximation

To test if objects with Teff < 3300K follow the derived linear approximation, the
temperature and radii of 159 brown dwarfs22 (including some low mass stars) with
temperatures between 330K and 3300K were compared to the prediction of the linear
Teff − R model. The comparison of the dataset and the linear approximation can
be seen in figure 21.

Figure 21: Temperature-radius relation for 159 brown dwarfs (including some low
mass stars) compared to the linear approximation derived from the empirical result
of Stassun et al. [2012]. The temperatures and radii of the objects represented in this
plot are taken from http://www.johnstonsarchive.net/astro/browndwarflist.html.

The result displayed in figure 21 indicate that the linear approximation is valid
for objects down to approximately 2200K. The radius of objects with a lower tem-
perature stays roughly constant at 1 Rjup. The model grid in chapter 5.1 is limited
to 2000K and therefore the linear relation R = (2.9 × 10−3Rjup/K)Teff + 5.5Rjup

holds to a reasonable degree within the models parameter space selected for this
master thesis. A more detailed Teff −R relation could be derived to include brown
dwarfs with Teff < 2000K and therefore extending the valid range of the Teff − R
relation.

Error Estimation

Even though the linear approximation fits the general Teff−R trend of brown dwarfs
above 2200K, a large spread in radii for a given temperature can be seen in figure 21
(0.8−5.2Rjup at 3000±200K). This leads to a relative error in radius calculations of
up to 80% and therefore is a dominant error source for the model based rejection. To
estimate the error, the standard deviations of the data to the linear approximation

22Data taken from http://www.johnstonsarchive.net/astro/browndwarflist.html
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5 BACKGROUND STAR REJECTION

was calculated for all objects between 2200K and 3500K. This lead to a standard
deviation of σR,1 = 1.09Rjup.

An additional important error source is the fitting accuracy of the model based
rejection (see chapter 5.1). Because the grid has a resolution of 200K, it has an
error on the temperature estimation of at least σT = 200K. Using Gaussian error
propagation this leads to an error in the radius calculation of σR,2 = B0σT =
0.58Rjup. As σR,1 and σR,2 are independent, the resulting error on the radius can
be written as:

σR =
√
σ2
R,1 + σ2

R,2 ≈ 1.25Rjup (17)

To calculate the resulting error estimation on the distance estimation caused by
the degeneracy F ∝ (RD )2, Gaussian error propagation can be used:

c2
fit =

(
R

D

)2

(18)

σD = σR
1

cfit
= σR

D

R
= σR

D

B0Teff +Q0
(19)

5.3 Unsuitable Rejection Criteria

During the development of the background star rejection as described in chapter 5.1
many different attempts were made to find a suitable rejection criteria. For com-
pleteness, the most important ideas including their advantages and disadvantages
are listed in this chapter.

Black Body Fitting

A rough estimation of the temperature could be enough to determine the distance
to a companion candidate (using the approximation in equation 13). Therefore, it
was tested if a simple black body fit would achieve a reasonable accuracy.

A planetary companion with a temperature between 1800K and 3000K would
have its black body peak (according to Wien’s Law) in the wavelength range of
SPHERE/IFS. A stellar companion would have a peak at wavelengths shorter than
the range of SPHERE/IFS covers. Therefore, in theory, a simple black body fit could
be used to determine if the temperature is planetary or stellar. On the other hand,
the SPHERE/IFS wavelength range of 0.95 - 1.68µm includes several dominant water
absorption bands which change the shape of the spectrum. Because the absorption
lines do not follow a black body shape, they bias the fitting substantially.

Simple black body fitting was applied to the Bt-Settl models (Allard et al. [2012])
with the goal to recover their model temperature. The accuracy of the fit strongly
depended on the temperature of the model. At low temperature (T < 2400K),
the estimation was off by several hundred Kelvin. At high temperatures (T >
3000K), the estimated values from black body fitting were off over 2000K. Therefore,
simple black body fitting cannot be used to determine a companion candidate’s
temperature.
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Colour Determination

SPHERE/IRDIS observes in several bands from 0.95 - 2.32µm, therefore covering
a similar range as SPHERE/IFS but with only a few spectral data points. If no
SPHERE/IFS data was taken, those data points can be used to calculate a ’colour’ of
an object. To calculate a ’colour’, one broadband filter is subtracted by another. The
measured ’colour’ can then be compared to model values for a rough characterisation.

This analysis is very similar to the model based rejection with the only dif-
ference of using lower resolution measurements (e.g. the broad band filters of
SPHERE/IRDIS). As this thesis was focused around SPHERE/IFS, this technique
was not further investigated. However, it can be useful if the found objects are
outside the FOV of SPHERE/IFS and no spectrum was observed.

Molecular Band Fitting

The shape of a companion candidate’s spectrum is given by its black body emis-
sion and absorption lines. Because SPHERE/IFS data only observes low resolution
spectra, narrow absorption lines (FWHM < 0.01µm) are not detectable but larger
absorption bands (FWHM > 0.02µm) are. The idea of molecular band fitting is
to use only the absorption bands to fit the model spectra to the observations. The
absorption bands are extracted by fitting and subtracting the black body continuum
to the observed spectrum and each model in the model grid23.

This method was tested using the Bt-Settl model (Allard et al. [2012]) on the
objects 2MASS J 11555771-5254008 (Ob1) and 2MASS J 13381128-5214251 (Ob2).
Ob1 shows a clear absorption band at 1.3 - 1.6µm (see figure 22b). Ob2 on the other
hand does not have clear features and follows a general black body shape (see figure
22d). The molecular band fitting for Ob1 and Ob2 can be seen in figure 22a and
22c, respectively.

Using molecular band fitting, the water feature around 1.4µm in Ob1 was cor-
rectly fitted by the model. The best fit calculated with molecular band fitting com-
pared to the non-subtracted spectrum can be seen in figure 22b. It shows that the
best fit model starts to deviate from the measurements at shorter wavelengths. The
black body subtracted spectrum of Ob2 including the best fit model using molecular
band fitting can be seen in figure 22c. The subtracted spectrum only showed a small
absorption feature at roughly 1.1µm. Even though this feature is approximately the
same in the best fit model, comparing the non-subtracted model with the observed
spectrum in figure 22d shows clear deviation.

Overall, the test results show that the absorption bands are too weak to result
in a reasonable fit. Removing the continuum lowers the accuracy of the fit and
therefore the accuracy of the temperature estimation.

Additionally, a different type of molecular band fitting was implemented into the
SpectralCharMod via the parameter mol fit (see chapter 3.6). The module currently
supports two different ways to calculate the correlation value: ’full ’ and ’H2O ’. If
set to ’full ’, the whole wavelength range is used to first fit the model to the observed

23As discussed in this chapter, the black body fit of the models can be biased by absorption lines
but the same bias would be present in the observed spectrum. Therefore, the black body subtracted
model and the black body subtracted spectrum should have similar shapes.
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spectrum. Afterwards, the correlation between the fit and the observed spectrum is
calculated, again, using the whole wavelength range. If ’H2O ’ is selected, only the
wavelength range 1.1 - 1.25µm is used to fit the spectrum as this range has no strong
water absorption bands. To calculate the correlation value, the range 1.3 - 1.6µm
is used because it contains a strong water band. Because of time limitations, the
H20-fitting could not be tested for this thesis and therefore all data was evaluated
setting mol fit = ’full’.

(a) Black Body subtracted and normalised
spectrum of Ob1 including best fit model

(b) Observed spectrum of Ob1 including best
fit Bt-Settl model

(c) Black Body subtracted and normalised
spectrum of Ob2 including best fit model

(d) Observed spectrum of Ob1 including fit-
ted Bt-Settl model

Figure 22: Best fit Bt-Settl models (Allard et al. [2012]) derived with molecular
band fitting. The specification of Ob1 and Ob2 are given in table 2. The best
fit parameter of Ob1 are: Teff = 5800, log g = 2.0 and FeH = 0.5. The best fit
parameter of Ob1 are: Teff = 3400, log g = 3.0 and FeH = 1.5.
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5.4 Testing

Methods and Results

To test the model based rejection, the datasets of 51 Eridani from chapter 4 was
used24. After a first reduction with EsoReflex, the dataset was prepared using
Pypeline 1 and 2. To extract the spectrum of 51 Eridani b, the SimplexMinimiza-
tionModule was used with a tolerance of 0.1 magnitude. The model based rejection
was applied using the SpectralCharacterizationModule (see chapter 3.6). To cal-
culate the flux, the host stars spectrum is needed which was calculated using the
’Bt-NextGen (AGSS2009)’ (Allard et al. [2012]) fitting of the VOSA web page25

(Bayo et al. [2008]). The best fit parameters for the target star are Teff = 7200K,
log g = 4 and FeH = 0.0.

The model based rejection found a best fit for the parameters of 51 Eridani b
of Teff = 2000K, log g = 1.0 and FeH = 0.0. The distance estimation from the
fitting of the best fit model is 70 ± 310pc. Because of the temperature criterion
(Teff < 2400K), 51 Eridani b is classified as bound companion.

The extracted spectrum can be seen in figure 23a. The correlation values for all
models can be seen in figure 23c and the best fit model compared to the spectrum can
be seen in figure 23b. Additionally in figure 23d, the correlation values were averaged
over log g and FeH to analyse the temperature dependence of the correlation values.

Discussion

The spectrum calculated with the SimplexMinimizationModule (see figure 23a) can
be compared to the one obtained by Samland et al. [2017] (see figure 24). The
three peaks around 1.1µm, 1.3µm and 1.6µm can be seen in both figures. On the
other hand, the peaks values are slightly smaller in the spectrum calculated by
the SimplexMinimizationModule. This could indicated systematic errors from the
module which were not taken into account. Additionally, data points below the 5σ
curve have only a weak signal and therefore the simplex minimization might not
result in accurate flux measurements.

Samland et al. [2017] calculated the following parameters for 51 Eridani b: Teff

= 760± 20K, log g = 4.26± 0.25 and FeH = 1.0± 0.1. The difference between their
values and the ones calculated with the model based rejection is explained by the
boundaries of the model grid. Especially the lower effective temperature limit of
2000K distorts the results. The correlation values in figures 23c and 23d confirm
this explanation because the highest correlation values are found for boundary pa-
rameters. Additionally, the difference between the observed spectrum and the best
fit model can be seen in figure 23b where especially the spectrum’s peak around
1µm is not in agreement with the model prediction.

Feigelson et al. [2006] calculated a distance to 51 Eridani of 30pc which can be
compared to the 70 ± 310pc found by the model based rejection. The large error
can be explained by the wrongly estimated effective temperature and because the

24Furthermore, in chapters 6.1 and 6.2, the model based rejection was tested on stellar like
companion candidates which temperature estimates was within the range of the model grid.

25Available at http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/vosa/
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(a) Observed spectrum calculated using Sim-
plex minimization

(b) Best fit model with Teff = 2000K, log g
= 2.0 and FeH = 0.0

(c) Normalised correlation values between
the observed spectrum and the model grid

(d) Normalised Correlation values averaged
over FeH and log g

Figure 23: Spectral analysis of 51 Eridani b (PI: J. Beuzit). The flux values
were calculated using the SimplexMinimizationModule of PynPoint with a tolerance
of 0.1 magnitude. The correlation values were calculated using the model based
rejection as described in chapter 5.1. The contrast limit of approximately ∆mag =
15 magnitudes was taken from figure 12f. The parameters of the best fit model are
Teff = 2000K, log g = 1.0 and FeH = 0.0
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5 BACKGROUND STAR REJECTION

Figure 24: Spectrum of 51 Eridani b obtained by Samland et al. [2017] using
SPHERE. Additionally, they compared their spectrum to the one obtained by Mac-
intosh et al. [2015] who discovered 51 Eridani b with the Gemini Planet Imager
(GPI).

linear Teff − R relation is no longer valid at this temperatures. Therefore, this test
shows that objects with parameters outside the model grid are not characterised
accurately. For accurate results at low temperature, the range of the model grid and
the Teff −R relation’s range of validity needs to be expanded.

Overall, a co-movement analysis most likely achieves a better distance estimation
and high-resolution spectroscopy would result in a more precise characterisation.
Nevertheless, the model based rejection allows to classify companion candidates and
roughly characterise them using a single, low resolution measurement.
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Chapter 6

Search for Exoplanets

Until now, the newly implemented SDI and spectral characterisation tools have
only been used on known objects to test the quality of the methods and to find their
advantages and disadvantages. In this chapter, the advanced differential imaging
techniques are applied to five unpublished datasets (PI: A.J. Bohn). All objects
were previously observed but only with SPHERE/IRDIS (PI: M. Kenworthy) and
therefore these previous observations were not used for this thesis. All targets are
objects in the Sco-Cen association which is around 15 Myr old (Pecaut and Mamajek
[2016]). This association is ideal to search for exoplanets via direct imaging because
it contains many young, low mass stars.

Table 2: All observations were done using SPHERE/IFS in IRDIFS EXT mode
over the wavelength range 0.95 - 1.68µm. DIT stands for detector integration time
and NDIT is the total number of images taken. Each dataset has a total rotation of
∆α. Each image contains 39 wavelength frames equally spread over the wavelength
range ∆λ. The atmospheric seeing is given as approximate value for the atmospheric
distortions during the whole observation. (PI: A.J. Bohn; ESO ID: 0101.C-0341(A))

Alias OB Name Date DIT[s] x NDIT ∆α[◦] Seeing[”]

Ob1 2MASS J11555771-5254008 2019-03-27 16 x 32 4.6 <0.8

Ob2 2MASS J13381128-5214251 2019-03-11 64 x 60 32.4 ≈0.8

Ob3 2MASS J12123577-5520273 2019-03-16 64 x 60 29.6 ≈0.9

Ob4 2MASS J13251211-6456207 2019-03-22 64 x 6 2.5 >0.9

Ob5 2MASS J13233587-4718467 2019-04-06 64 x 60 38.6 <0.8

All five observations were taken with SPHERE/IFS in IRDIFS EXT mode.
Therefore, each image taken contains the information of 39 wavelength channels over
the range 0.95 - 1.68µm. After processing the datasets with EsoReflex (Freudling
et al. [2013]), this leads to a total of NDIT x 39 frames per observation. The flux
images of the target star were taken over the same wavelength range using the ND
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6 SEARCH FOR EXOPLANETS

1.0 filter and a DIT of 16 seconds. The centring frames were taken separately and
therefore the science images do not have waffle spots.

6.1 Object 1: 2MASS J 11555771-5254008

Processing and Results

The target 2MASS J 11555771-5254008 (Ob1) was observed on 27.03.2019 with a
total integration time of 8.5 minutes. The distance to Ob1 is 104.9 ± 0.4pc (taken
from GAIA DR2 via the VOSA web page26 (Bayo et al. [2008])). The dataset was
first reduced with EsoReflex and afterwards with the PynPoint Pypelines 1 and 2 (as
described in chapter 3.7). To search Ob1 for exoplanets, the advanced differential
imaging techniques were applied with Pypeline 3 for a range of 0 to 18 principal
components. An example of the final detection maps can be seen in figure 25.

Ob1 has a bright point source which is already visible in the raw images. The
SNRs of this companion candidate were calculated using the get false alarm proba-
bility function of PynPoint. The resulting SNRs for all advanced differential imaging
techniques using different numbers of principal components can be seen in figure 26a.
To determine the detection limits, the contrast curves were calculated using Pypeline
6 for a range of 0 to 18 principal components. The contrast curves discussed in this
chapter can be seen in figure 26b; all other contrast curves can be seen in the
appendix A, figure 40. The resulting contrasts were compared to the observational
limitations calculated with the SPHERE/IFS exposure time calculator27. Because
of computational limitations, it was not possible to remove the companion candidate
for the calculation of the contrast curve.

To determine the spectrum and position of the companion candidate, Pypeline
4 was used. No advanced differential imaging techniques were applied because the
source is sufficiently bright (SNR > 5 without using differential imaging). The
contrast between the point source and the target star depends on the wavelength and
is between 2.8±0.05 mag (for λ = 1.68µm) and 3.3±0.1 mag (for λ = 0.95µm). The
position of the point source calculated with the get false alarm probability function
yielded SEP = 0.371± 0.003 arcsec, PA = 16.8± 0.4◦.

Within Pypeline 4, the spectrum of the point source was analysed using the
model based rejection (see chapter 3.6). As the SdiAperturePhotometryModule only
calculates the contrast of the point source to its host star, the host star’s spectrum
is needed which was calculated using the ’Bt-NextGen (AGSS2009)’ (Allard et al.
[2012]) fitting of the VOSA web page. The best fit parameters for the target star
are Teff = 4500K, log g = 2.5 and FeH = -0.5. After calculating the flux of the point
source, the model based rejection was used with a full spectrum fit. Its results and
the companion candidate’s spectrum can be seen in figure 27. The best fit for the
companion candidate was found for Teff = 3000K, log g = 4.5, FeH = -0.5. The
distance estimation from the fitting of the best fit model is 60± 25pc.

26Available at http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/vosa/
27Available at https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/form?INS.NAME=SPHERE+INS.

MODE=IFS
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Figure 25: Processed images of Ob1 (Target: 2MASS J 11555771-5254008; PI:
A.J. Bohn) using different advanced differential imaging techniques. All images
displayed were processed using 2 principal components (except NAN which used 0).
The differential imaging techniques are explained in chapter 2.4. The colour-bar of
each image is set arbitrary and brighter colours represent higher values.

(a) SNR of the companion candidate using
advanced differential imaging techniques

(b) Contrast curve for 5σ detections using 18
principal components

Figure 26: Analysis of Ob1 (Target: 2MASS J 11555771-5254008; PI: A.J. Bohn)
including a companion candidate at SEP = 0.371± 0.003 arcsec, PA = 16.8± 0.4◦.
The contrast curves show the 5σ detection limits for further companions. The ’Limit’
curve indicates the observational limit and was calculated using the SPHERE/IFS
exposure time calculator available at https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/
form?INS.NAME=SPHERE+INS.MODE=IFS.
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(a) Spectra of Ob1 and its best fit from
model based rejection

(b) Normalised correlation values between
the observed spectrum and the model grid

Figure 27: Spectral analysis of the companion candidate found in the dataset Ob1
(Target: 2MASS J 11555771-5254008; PI: A.J. Bohn) using model based rejection
(see chapter 5). The model used for the fitting is ’Bt-NextGen (AGSS2009)’ (Allard
et al. [2012]). The best fit was found for Teff = 3000K, log g = 4.5, FeH = -0.5. The
derived distance estimation to the companion candidate is 60± 25pc.

A.J. Bohn analysed Ob1 in two epochs and measured the co-movement of the
companion candidate. He disclosed in private communication, that his results indi-
cate that the candidate is bound.

Discussion

The point source found near Ob1 is bright enough to be seen in the raw images.
The calculated SNRs in figure 26a show that using advanced differential imaging
techniques only reduces the signal through self-subtraction, therefore supporting
the findings from chapter 4.3 that PCA is not suitable for targets with a contrast
∆mag < 4.

Similar to chapter 4.2, SAP and ASP achieve the most favourable contrasts. For
the separation range in figure 26b, they reach the observable limit if 18 principal
components are used and therefore using more than 18 principal components would
not increase the detectable contrast. ADI does not reach that limit but might reach
it if more than 18 principal components were used. Similarly, the exact behaviour
of SAA could not yet be determined because of the limited principal component
number. The results in chapter 4.2 suggest, that SAA could achieve similar contrast
curves as SAP or ASP if approximately 300 to 500 principal components are used.
Additionally, the unfavourable detection limits of NAN at separation 0.35 can be
explained by the influence of the bright companion candidate. Furthermore, the
difference between SAP/ASP and ADI becomes bigger for larger separations. This
result is in agreement of the one from chapter 4.6 where SDI become more important
at larger separations due to a better sampling of the PSF.

The model based rejection predicts a distance of 60 ± 25pc for the companion
candidate compared to the distance to Ob1 of 104.9±0.4pc. This is a 1.8σ difference
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and therefore the source is classified as bound. This result matches the findings of
A.J. Bohn’s co-movement analysis. The derived characteristics (Teff = 3000K, log g
= 4.5, FeH = -0.5) suggest that the companion candidate is a bound M-dwarf.
This estimation could be used as starting parameters for different characterisation
methods to characterise the companion more accurately.

6.2 Object 2: 2MASS J 13381128-5214251

Processing and Results

The target 2MASS J 13381128-5214251 (Ob2) was observed on 11.03.2019 for a
total integration time of 64 minutes. The distance to Ob2 is 138± 2pc (taken from
GAIA DR2 via the VOSA web page28 (Bayo et al. [2008])). The dataset was reduced
analogously to Ob1 because it also has a bright point source which is already visible
in the raw images.

The SNRs of the companion candidate for all advanced differential imaging tech-
niques can be seen in figure 29a and the contrast curves discussed in this chapter can
be seen in figure 29b; all other contrast curves can be seen in appendix A, figure 41.
Because of computational limitations, it was not possible to remove the companion
candidate for the calculation of the contrast curves. The contrast between the point
source and the target star depends on the wavelength and is between 4.96±0.05mag
(for λ = 1.68µm) and 5.54 ± 0.12mag (for λ = 1.68µm). The position of the com-
panion candidate was found to be at SEP = 0.151± 0.007 arcsec, PA = 166± 3◦.

To calculate the flux, the host stars spectrum is needed which was calculated
using the ’Bt-NextGen (AGSS2009)’ (Allard et al. [2012]) fitting of the VOSA web
page. The best fit parameters for the target star are Teff = 5200K, log g = 2.5 and
FeH = -0.5. After calculating the flux of the companion candidate, the model based
rejection was used with a full spectrum fit. Its results can be seen in figure 30.
The best fit was found for Teff = 3600K, log g = 5.0 and FeH = -2.0. The distance
estimation from the fitting of the best fit model is 360± 90pc.

A.J. Bohn analysed Ob2 in two epochs and measured the co-movement of the
companion candidate. He disclosed in private communication, that his results indi-
cate that the candidate is bound.

Discussion

The companion candidate found near Ob2 is bright enough to be seen in the raw
images. The calculated SNRs in figure 29a show that using advanced differential
imaging techniques only reduces the signal through self-subtraction, therefore agree-
ing with the findings in chapter 4.3 that PCA can cause significant self-subtraction
for targets with a contrast ∆mag < 6. There is a slight increase in SNR for SAP
and SAA at 4 principal components. In chapter 4.3 it was found that SAA using
less than 12 principal components could increase the SNR of bright targets without

28Available at http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/vosa/
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Figure 28: Processed images of Ob2 (Target: 2MASS J 13381128-5214251; PI:
A.J. Bohn) using different advanced differential imaging techniques. All images
displayed were processed using 2 principal components (except NAN which used 0).
The differential imaging techniques are explained in chapter 2.4. The colour-bar of
each image is set arbitrary and brighter colours represent higher values.

(a) SNR of the companion for different
numbers of principal components

(b) Contrast curve for a 5σ detection us-
ing 6 principal components

Figure 29: Analysis of Ob2 (Target: 2MASS J 13381128-5214251; PI: A.J. Bohn)
including a companion candidate at SEP = 0.151 ± 0.007 arcsec, PA = 166 ± 3◦.
The contrast curves show the 5σ detection limits for further companions. The ’Limit’
curve indicates the observational limit and was calculated using the SPHERE/IFS
exposure time calculator available at https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/
form?INS.NAME=SPHERE+INS.MODE=IFS.
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(a) Spectra of Ob2 and its best fit from
model based rejection

(b) Normalised correlation values between
the observed spectrum and the model grid

Figure 30: Spectral analysis of the companion candidate found in the dataset Ob2
(Target: 2MASS J 13381128-5214251; PI: A.J. Bohn) using model based rejection
(see chapter 5). The model used for the fitting is ’Bt-NextGen (AGSS2009)’ (Allard
et al. [2012]). The best fit was found for Teff = 3600K, log g = 5.0 and FeH = -2.0.
The derived distance estimation to the companion candidate is 360± 90pc.

significant self-subtraction. The equivalent increase of SAP might hint to a prefer-
ence of this method over ASP for close in bright targets. Because the performance of
the advanced differential imaging techniques vary strongly depending on the target,
more datasets need to be analysed to make a generalizable statement. On the other
hand, typical companions found via direct imaging are faint and therefore a further
analysis would not be applicable to most observations.

Similar to Ob1, SAP and ASP achieve the highest contrast. Compared to ADI,
they can detect companions up to 2 magnitudes fainter. This result contradicts
expectations, because the relative performance of ADI and the advanced differential
imaging techniques was expected to depend on the separation. An explanation
would be, the seeing of ≈ 0.8 arcsec for this measurement which could increase the
influence of the stellar PSF. A calculation of the contrast curves at separations larger
than 0.35 arcsec would help to further study this effect.

The model based rejection predicts a distance of 360 ± 90pc for the companion
candidate compared to the distance to Ob2 of 138± 2pc which is a 2.4σ difference.
Additionally, the estimated temperature Teff = 3600K is above 2400K. Therefore,
according to the classification criteria of the model based rejection, the companion
candidate is classified as background source. This result matches the findings of A.J.
Bohn’s co-movement analysis. The derived characteristics (Teff = 3600K, log g = 5.0,
FeH = -2.0) suggest that the companion candidate is a K star. This estimation could
be used as starting parameters for different characterisation methods to characterise
the companion more accurately.
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6.3 Object 3: 2MASS J 12123577-5520273

Processing and Results

The target 2MASS J 12123577-5520273 (Ob3) was observed on 27.03.2019 with a
total integration time of 64 minutes. The distance to Ob3 is 113.3 ± 0.4pc (taken
from GAIA DR2 via the VOSA web page29 (Bayo et al. [2008])). The dataset was
first reduced with EsoReflex and afterwards with the PynPoint Pypelines 1 and 2 (as
described in chapter 3.7). To search Ob3 for exoplanets, the advanced differential
imaging techniques were applied with Pypeline 3 for a range of 0 to 18 principal
components. An example of the final images can be seen in figure 31.

To determine the detection limits, the contrast curves were calculated using
Pypeline 6 for a range of 0 to 18 principal components. The contrast curves discussed
in this chapter can be seen in figure 32; all other contrast curves can be seen in
appendix A, figure 42. The resulting contrasts were compared to the observational
limitations calculated with the SPHERE/IFS exposure time calculator30.

Discussion

In all final images of Ob3, no possible companion was found. Some residual structure
is still visible after using SAP or ASP with less than 6 principal components. In
all images processed with SAP and ASP using more than 6 principal components
the whole image consists of homogeneous noise. In comparison to Ob4 or Ob5 the
remaining structure does not resemble residual star noise but rather forms an ellipse
around the central star at a separation of ≈ 0.4 - 0.6arcsec. The structure is slightly
better visible using SAP than using ASP but it can be detected with both. Using
only ADI or SDI no clear structure is visible.

A possible explanation for this source would be a circumstellar disk. Unfortu-
nately, circular symmetric signals are removed using ADI as the rotation does not
lead to an offset in signal. The same holds true for SDI and radial symmetries.
Thus, it was not expected that SAP or ASP would detect disk like structures as it
did in Ob3. To investigate if SAP or ASP are indeed suitable to detect circumstellar
disks, further targets (ideally with known disks) need to be analysed.

The contrast curves in figure 32 show that, out of the advanced differential
imaging techniques tested SAP, ASP and ADI can detect the faintest exoplanets
for all separations. Combining SDI with ADI does not increase the detection limits
for this dataset. Additionally, the contrast of SAA and ADI in figure 32b achieve
similar results than SAP or ASP. This was not expected, as SAA typically needs
more principal components (≈ 300 - 500). The similar contrast curves for SAP,
ASP, SAA and ADI can be explained with the residual structure found. Similar to
stellar speckles, such a structure (e.g. a circumstellar disk) would cover the signal
of a companion and limit the detections. Therefore, it is not expected that longer
integration times would lead to a more favourable contrast curve.

29Available at http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/vosa/
30Available at https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/form?INS.NAME=SPHERE+INS.

MODE=IFS
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Figure 31: Processed images of Ob3 (Target: 2MASS J 12123577-5520273; PI: A.J.
Bohn) using different advanced differential imaging techniques. All images displayed
were processed using the principal component number at which the residual structure
is best visible (0 for NAN; 4 for ADI, SDI, SAA; 2 for SAP, ASP). The differential
imaging techniques are explained in chapter 2.4. The colour-bar of each image is set
arbitrary and brighter colours represent higher values.

(a) 2 principal components (b) 12 principal components

Figure 32: Analysis of Ob3 (Target: 2MASS J 12123577-5520273; PI: A.J. Bohn).
The contrast curves show the 5σ detection limits for further companions. The ’Limit’
curve indicates the observational limit and was calculated using the SPHERE/IFS
exposure time calculator available at https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/
form?INS.NAME=SPHERE+INS.MODE=IFS.
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6.4 Object 4: 2MASS J 13251211-6456207

Processing and Results

The target 2MASS J 13251211-6456207 (Ob4) was observed on 22.03.2019 with a
total integration time of 6.4 minutes. The distance to Ob4 is 95± 1pc (taken from
GAIA DR2 via the VOSA web page31 (Bayo et al. [2008])). The observation was
aborted after 6 images due to bad weather conditions (seeing > 1 arcsec and tau ≈
3ms).

The dataset was first processed with EsoReflex and afterwards with the PynPoint
Pypelines 1 and 2 (as described in chapter 3.7). To search Ob4 for exoplanets, the
advanced differential imaging techniques were applied with Pypeline 3 for a range
of 0 to 4 principal components. An example of the final images can be seen in figure
33. The principal components were limited to 5 because only 6 images were taken.

To determine the detection limits, the contrast curves were calculated using
Pypeline 6 for a range of 0 to 4 principal components. The contrast curves can
be seen in figure 34. The resulting contrasts were compared to the observational
limitations calculated with the SPHERE/IFS exposure time calculator32.

Discussion

Because this observation was terminated after 6 images, low contrast curves as seen
in figure 34 were expected. On the other hand, the higher contrasts achieved by
ADI compared to SAP or ASP were not expected. The high atmospheric seeing
(seeing > 1 arcsec) increases the speckles caused by NCPAs which were expected
to be better removed by SDI-ADI combinations than with ADI alone. A closer
inspection of the images processed with ADI revealed several pixel values smaller
than 10−50. A possible explanation for these low values is over-subtraction from
the PCA. Because of the low number of images, a PCA reduction using 4 principal
components already substantially subtracts the image. This could also affect SAP,
ASP, SAA and SDI but no close-to-zero values were found for them. This difference
could be caused by the rescaling, which adds a radial shift to all images. This effect
could be further analysed by reducing a nominal dataset with a large number of
principal components. On the other hand, most datasets have a sufficient number of
images and therefore a further analysis would not be applicable to most observations.

Furthermore, the very similar contrast limits of SAA and SDI for 2 and 4 prin-
cipal components in figure 34 was not expected. The behaviour can be partially
explained with the low number of images in this dataset. Because the number
of PCA reductions used in SDI is equivalent to the number of images taken, this
dataset only uses 6 PCA reductions to perform SDI (e.g. Ob2 uses 60 PCA reduc-
tions). ADI on the other hand still uses 39 PCA reduction and therefore reduces
the images stronger than SAA. A further comparison between ADI, SDI and SAA
might reveal how these differential imaging techniques reduce noise. This insight
could be used to further improve the advanced differential imaging techniques.

31Available at http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/vosa/
32Available at https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/form?INS.NAME=SPHERE+INS.

MODE=IFS
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Figure 33: Processed images of Ob4 (Target: 2MASS J 13251211-6456207; PI: A.J.
Bohn) using different advanced differential imaging techniques. The observation was
aborted after 6 images due to bad weather conditions (seeing > 1” and tau ≈ 3ms).
All images displayed were processed using 2 principal components (except NAN
which used 0). The differential imaging techniques are explained in chapter 2.4.
The colour-bar of each image is set arbitrary and brighter colours represent higher
values.

(a) 2 principal components (b) 4 principal components

Figure 34: Analysis of Ob4 (Target: 2MASS J 13251211-6456207; PI: A.J. Bohn).
The contrast curves show the 5σ detection limits for further companions. The ’Limit’
curve indicates the observational limit and was calculated using the SPHERE/IFS
exposure time calculator available at https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/
form?INS.NAME=SPHERE+INS.MODE=IFS.
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6.5 Object 5: 2MASS J 13233587-4718467

Processing and Results

The target 2MASS J 13233587-4718467 (Ob5) was observed on 06.04.2019 with a
total integration time of 64 minutes. The distance to Ob5 is 122± 1pc (taken from
GAIA DR2 via the VOSA web page33 (Bayo et al. [2008])). The dataset was first
processed with EsoReflex and afterwards with the PynPoint Pypelines 1 and 2 (as
described in chapter 3.7). To search Ob5 for exoplanets, the advanced differential
imaging techniques were applied with Pypeline 3 for a range of 0 to 18 principal
components. An example of the final images can be seen in figure 35.

To determine the detection limits, the contrast curves were calculated using
Pypeline 6 for a range of 0 to 18 principal components. The contrast curves discussed
in this chapter can be seen in figure 36; all other contrast curves can be seen in
appendix A, figure 43. The resulting contrasts were compared to the observational
limitations calculated with the SPHERE/IFS exposure time calculator34.

Discussion

In all final images of Ob5, no companion candidate was found. Some residual struc-
ture of the stellar PSF is still visible after using SAP or ASP with less than 8
principal components. All images processed with SAP and ASP using more than 8
principal components consist of homogeneous noise. The same holds true for ADI
with a threshold of 14 principal components. SDI and SAA still show residual struc-
tures at >18 principal components. In the case of SAA, this was expected as this
technique typically achieves the best results at over 200 principal components (see
section 4.2). In the case of SDI, circular patterns remain. Because no ADI is used,
rotationally static sources (e.g. instrumentation effects) are not reduced well. After
derotating and stacking the dataset to create the final image, these effects can lead
to circular residuals.

The contrast curves in figure 36 show that, out of the advanced differential
imaging techniques tested SAP, ASP and ADI can detect the faintest exoplanets
for all separations. Combining SDI with ADI does not increase the detection limits
therefore contradicting expectations. Additionally, the contrast of SAA in figure 36b
is equivalent to the one from ADI. This was not expected, as SAA typically needs
more principal components (≈300-500) to achieve similar results as SAP or ASP.
Similar to Ob3, this effects could be explained by an additional faint source around
Ob5. For example, a circumstellar disk around Ob5 could explain the low detection
limits.

Comparing the contrast curves of Ob1 to Ob5, no contrast larger than 12 mag-
nitude was found. Therefore, an additional limiting factor from the instrument or
image processing which is not considered in the ’Limit’ calculation could be an ex-
planation for the difference to the measured contrast curves. This explanation could
be tested by re-analysing an archived dataset with optimal observation conditions.

33Available at http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/vosa/
34Available at https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/form?INS.NAME=SPHERE+INS.

MODE=IFS
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Figure 35: Processed images of Ob5 (Target: 2MASS J 13233587-4718467; PI:
A.J. Bohn) using different advanced differential imaging techniques. All images
displayed were processed using 4 principal components (except NAN which used 0).
The differential imaging techniques are explained in chapter 2.4. The colour-bar of
each image is set arbitrary and brighter colours represent higher values.

(a) 6 principal components (b) 10 principal components

Figure 36: Analysis of Ob5 (Target: 2MASS J 13233587-4718467; PI: A.J. Bohn).
The contrast curves show the 5σ detection limits for further companions. The ’Limit’
curve indicates the observational limit and was calculated using the SPHERE/IFS
exposure time calculator available at https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/
form?INS.NAME=SPHERE+INS.MODE=IFS.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this thesis, SPHERE/IFS support was added to the python package PynPoint
thus allowing to use spectral information to process direct imaging data and to
extract the spectrum of observed objects. The implementations were then used to
achieve the three goals of this thesis:

• Goal 1: Implement and test the power of advanced differential imaging tech-
niques, based on the spectral and angular diversity in the data, and determine
the detection limits of the corresponding reductions.

• Goal 2: Develop tools for characterisation of potential companions and rejec-
tion of background contaminants by spectral analysis.

• Goal 3: Use advanced differential imaging techniques to search for companion
candidates in five unpublished datasets and, if successful, characterise the
source as bound to the observed star or as background object.

In this section the conclusion for the three main goals is drawn according to the
findings of chapters 4, 5 and 6.

Goal 1: Advanced Differential Imaging Techniques

During this thesis, SDI was implemented into the framework of PynPoint using
the spectral information of SPHERE/IFS. Because PynPoint already supports ADI,
the newly implemented SDI could be combined with ADI to create three advanced
differential imaging techniques: ASP, SAP and SAA. In PynPoint, the advanced
differential imaging techniques were added to the PcaPsfSubtractionModule, allow-
ing to select the advanced differential imaging techniques by keyword. Additionally,
several data preparation and reduction modules were adjusted to enable the same
processing for SPHERE/IFS data as for SPHERE/IRDIS data. The only step not
yet included is the initial reduction from raw data to wavelength cubes which is done
with the EsoReflex pipeline.

The advanced differential imaging techniques were tested up to 18 principal
components by applying them on Beta Pictoris b, 51 Eridani b and HR 8799 e.
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7 CONCLUSION

In all cases, the techniques SAP and ASP could detect the exoplanets with higher
SNRs than ADI. This improvements come at the cost of longer computational times.
For these analysed targets, SAP and ASP achieved their highest SNRs when using
no more than 12 principal components whereas SAA required over 300. Because of
this difference and computational limitations, SAA could not be analysed with its
ideal number of principal components. Using SDI alone always lead to lower SNRs
than using only ADI.

Furthermore, the contrast curves of the three objects were calculated with up
to 18 principal components for the innermost 0.3 arcsec. Depending on the target,
ASP and SAP can detect objects 1-2 magnitudes fainter than ADI in this inner
region. Comparing the results of 51 Eridani to Samland et al. [2017] and HR 8799
to Zurlo et al. [2016] showed that SAP and ASP can achieve similar contrast values
than used in current publication.

The SNR dependence on target brightness ∆mag, observed wavelength range
∆λ, total angular rotation ∆α and total integration time ∆t was analysed using
Beta Pictoris as test target. The test on companion brightness showed, that PCA
analysis is not suitable for targets with ∆mag < 4 because of strong self-subtraction
effects. For the wavelength range dependence, it was found that the SNRs increase
for larger wavelength ranges for the techniques SAP and ASP. Therefore, detections
with SAP and ASP can be optimised by observing larger wavelength ranges. The
test on total angular rotation, showed a linear increase in SNR for ∆α ≤ 1.6 FWHM
of the companion’s PSF. At larger total rotations, no significant SNR increase with
increasing ∆α was found. For short integration times, the SNR increases according
to the photon noise limit with the square root of ∆t. After a certain ∆t, the stellar
speckles become the dominant noise source and the SNR does no longer increase
with integration time. In the case of Beta Pictoris reduced with SAP or ASP, the
SNR increased up to ∆t= 1500s after which no SNR increases was found. As the
performance of the advanced differential imaging techniques strongly depended on
the target, analysing more targets could help generalizing these results.

All advanced differential imaging techniques implemented into Pynpoint use the
same number of principal components for ADI and SDI (e.g. SDI(K) → ADI(K)).
A further investigation in the differential imaging techniques SDI(N) → ADI(M)
and ADI(M) → SDI(N) with 0 ≤ M,N ≤ 4 showed that the best combination of
M and N is target specific. None of the three targets Beta Pictoris b, 51 Eridani
b and HR 8799 e achieved the highest SNR with the same reduction technique
therefore confirming that the best technique can differ depending on the target. A
similarity found in all three targets was significantly lower SNRs if only ADI or SDI
was used. Therefore, showing that advanced differential imaging techniques achieve
higher SNRs than ADI alone.

Additionally, the STIM detection map proposed by Pairet et al. [2019] was im-
plemented and tested on the targets Beta Pictoris b, 51 Eridani b and HR 8799 e.
For Beta Pictoris b it resulted in lower SNRs, for 51 Eridani it achieved slightly
higher SNRs and no difference could be found for HR 8799 e. Therefore, their claim
that the STIM module is useful to detect companions at small separations could not
be confirmed.
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Goal 2: Characterisation and Background Rejection

The SPHERE/IFS support to PynPoint allows for a faster extraction of spectra from
observations without manually splitting the dataset into its wavelength channels.
Additionally, the pre-existing modules were adjusted to correctly handle wavelength
information.

To classify companion candidates as bound companions or background sources,
the model based rejection was developed and implemented into PynPoint within
the SpectralCharModule. This method uses a low resolution model grid (∆Teff =
200K, ∆ log g = 0.5, ∆FeH ≈ 0.5) of the Bt-Settl model (Allard [2013]) which is
fitted to the observed spectrum. It then calculates the correlation value to find the
best fit model and a distance estimation via the fitting parameter. For this thesis, a
companion candidate was classified as bound if the estimated distance is within 2σ
of the known distance to the observed star. To minimise false negatives, an object
was also classified as bound if its temperature is below 2400K because of the model
grid limitations. Additionally, the parameters of the best fit model allow for a rough
characterisation of the found object.

The classification from model based rejection is less precise than co-movement
analysis but it allows to classify companion candidates as bound or background using
a single observation with SPHERE/IFS. Additionally, Teff , log g, FeH and distance
estimations can be used for a rough characterisation of companion candidates in
order to determine their value for follow-up studies.

Goal 3: Search for Exoplanets

The newly implemented advanced differential imaging techniques and the model
based rejection were used to analyse five targets: 2MASS J 11555771-5254008 (Ob1),
2MASS J 13381128-5214251 (Ob2), 2MASS J 12123577-5520273 (Ob3), 2MASS J
13251211-6456207 (Ob4) and 2MASS J 13233587-4718467 (Ob5). All were searched
for exoplanets and the detection limits were determined using the advanced differ-
ential imaging techniques with up to 18 principal components. Ob1 and Ob2 each
contain a bright companion candidate which was already visible in the raw images,
but no additional companion was found. No companion was found in Ob3, Ob4 or
Ob5.

The companion candidates found in the datasets Ob1 and Ob2 were analysed
using the model based rejection. The candidate in Ob1 was found at SEP =
0.371±0.003 arcsec, PA = 16.8±0.4◦ and it was classified as a bound M-dwarf with
estimated characteristics: Teff = 3000K, log g = 4.5 and FeH = -0.5. Its distance was
estimated at 60 ± 25pc. The candidate in Ob2 was found at SEP = 0.151 ± 0.007
arcsec, PA = 166±3◦ and it was classified as a background K-dwarf with estimated
characteristics: Teff = 3600K, log g = 5.0 and FeH = -2.0. Its distance was estimated
at 360± 90pc. A.J. Bohn analysed both Ob1 and Ob2 in two epochs and confirmed
the classification by the model based rejection in private communication.
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Chapter 8

Outlook

This thesis covered many topics around SPHERE/IFS data including the advanced
differential imaging techniques and spectral characterisation tools. This outlook
of future research will focus on the next steps necessary to build on the research
accomplished in this master thesis. Finally, the perspective will be broadened to the
future of exoplanetary research and an insight on what to expect in the next decade.

8.1 Next Steps

The first part of this thesis focused on goal 1: the implementation of SDI into Pyn-
Point and its testing. The second part dealt with goal 2: the processing and analysis
of spectra from exoplanets and on how to distinguish background sources. During
both parts, many other topics were touched upon but because of time limitations
not further investigated. This chapter lists the next steps to advance these parts,
ordered in rank of importance.

Update PynPoint

One of the major advantages of PynPoint is its easy handling of direct imaging data
and large repository of different processing modules. It allows to set up adjustable
pipelines to process and analyse, for example, SPHERE/IRDIS data. These Pype-
lines can be used on all observations with only minor adjustments which allows to
prepare for future observations or to re-analyse archive data.

Therefore, an important next step would be to include the new functionalities in
the official version of PynPoint. The version of PynPoint developed over the course
of this thesis35 can be used to gradually update PynPoint and to add the necessary
functionalities to evaluate SPHERE/IFS data. This requires changes in the core
functions of PynPoint and therefore needs to be done with care and requires time.
Additionally, rigorous testing would be necessary to ensure the quality of the final

35Available on GitHub: https://github.com/Kiefersv/PynPoint/tree/MasterThesis Sven Kiefer
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product. Nevertheless, it is well worth the effort because the spectral information
gained allows to investigate exoplanet atmospheres and therefore PynPoint should
fully support it.

Furthermore, the implementation of the advanced differential imaging techniques
substantially increases computational intensity. During this thesis, multiprocessing
support was added to some of the more computationally intensive modules (e.g.
ContrastCurveModule and SimplexMinimizationModule). Unfortunately, this only
helps distribute the workload but not reduce it. Therefore, an important next step
is to optimise the computational time of PynPoint’s advanced differential imaging
techniques. This was not done during this thesis which focused on their implemen-
tation and testing.

Further Improvements and Testing

The test results of chapter 4 are very promising regarding SAP and ASP. Because of
the computational limitation, they could only be tested on one to three datasets. As
the performance of the advanced differential imaging techniques strongly depends
on the target, the conclusions might not generalise to all targets. With an official
update of PynPoint, testing becomes more accessible and the tests done during this
thesis can be repeated on other targets to generalise the presented results.

Furthermore because of the computational limitations, the advanced differential
imaging technique SAA could not be analysed properly. It can require over 300
principal components to achieve similar results as SAP and ASP. Repeating the tests
in section 4 and comparing the results of the advanced differential imaging techniques
used with their optimal number of principal components might lead to new insights
on these techniques. Before such a comparison is feasible, the implementation of
SDI and its combination with ADI needs to be optimised to reduce computing time.

In chapter 4, the effect of various influences on the SNR was analysed. Because
many different parameters influence the SNR (e.g. rotation, wavelength range, inte-
gration time and target brightness), each test tried to isolate one factor by keeping
the others constant. In doing so, only a small subspace of the whole parameter
space was tested. To see how the SNR can be optimised, it would help to inves-
tigate the whole parameter space at once. Using for example MCMC or machine
learning techniques, the SNRs dependence on various factors could be determined
more accurately.

Furthermore, all tests in chapter 4 for SAP or ASP were conducted using the
same principal component number in ADI and SDI but the results from chapter
4.6 showed, that using different principal component numbers can increase their
performance. Because the number of possible reduction steps goes exponentially
with the principal component number, an efficient way to search these differential
imaging techniques needs to be developed.

Zurlo et al. [2016] and Samland et al. [2017] carefully selected the reduction
images for each frame. Currently, PynPoint does not support a simple handling
of such a method. Adding a module which selects reduction frames according to
selection criteria (e.g. companion offset between frames) might increase the SNR of
the detections obtained with the advanced differential imaging techniques.
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Investigate Archival Data

Because for this thesis the SPHERE/IFS support first had to be implemented into
PynPoint, only three known and five new targets could be analysed. Fortunately,
as the framework to evaluate SPHERE/IFS data is now developed, spectral data
can be analysed faster. Because the results showed a clear advantage of advanced
differential imaging techniques over ADI, they can now be used to further investigate
archived SPHERE/IFS data.

First, data of known exoplanets can be analysed. This allows to compare the
found results with publications and therefore to further test the PynPoint imple-
mentation of the advanced differential imaging techniques. This difference can thus
help to improve the PynPoint implementation. Possible targets can be found in the
paper by Bowler et al. [2020].

As a next step, large surveys can be used to search for exoplanets using advanced
differential imaging techniques. For example, the ongoing SPHERE infrared survey
for exoplanets (SHINE) observes 400-600 stars (Chauvin et al. [2017]) which could
be analysed using PynPoint. This would help to improve the implementation of the
techniques and might result in the discovery of new exoplanets.

Improve Model Based Rejection

The model based rejection derived in chapter 5.1 can help to distinguish compan-
ions from background sources and therefore eliminate targets not worth a second
observation. This saves time and resources. In this thesis, the model based rejection
correctly classified three previously analysed targets: 51 Eridani b, the companion
of Ob1 and the background source of Ob2.

To further improve classification and to reduce the false negative rate, the model
based rejection as presented in chapter 5.1 should be improved. First, the range of
the model grid should be increased. The framework of the model based rejection
even allows to combine several models, therefore a larger parameter space could
be covered. Especially the temperature range needs to be extended below 2000K as
exoplanets are expected to be colder than that. Possible models would be the ’Drift-
Pheonix’ (Baron et al. [2003]) or AMES-Cond 2000 (Baraffe et al. [2003]) both of
which extend below 2000K. Additionally, the temperature-radius relation for brown
dwarfs should be improved. The linear approximation leads to larger errors and
a better determination of the radius would also reduce the error on the distance
estimation. A possible next step to improve the relation could be using the log g
estimation from the best fit model and relating it to the radius. Additionally, the
derived error on the distance estimation is influenced by the fitting error. For this
thesis, the lower limit given by the model grid was used. For a more precise error
calculation, it should be derived from the correlation values.

Even though, the model based rejection only allows rough characterisations,
improving it could help build tools which improve observations by determining in-
teresting targets faster.
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8.2 The Future of Exoplanet Research

Finding exoplanets is difficult and characterising them is even more challenging. To
tackle this task, state-of-the-art instrumentations are constantly improved and data
processing techniques are developed and refined. Together, they lead to thousands
of exoplanet discoveries over the past 30 years. Some of these were characterised
by comparing atmospheric models of various complexity to the observations with
techniques like atmospheric retrieval (Madhusudhan [2018]).

This thesis built on the processing techniques for direct imaging developed over
the past decades and contributed to them by granting new insights into the ad-
vanced differential imaging techniques. By implementing these techniques in the
framework of PynPoint, they become accessible for further studies and will hope-
fully help to discover new exoplanets. The newly developed model based rejection
can identify background sources with a single, low resolution measurement. This
allows to optimise future observations and helps identifying interesting targets for
follow up studies.

The diversity of exoplanets and planetary systems in our galaxy are slowly uncov-
ered. The discovery of the Trappist-1 (Gillon et al. [2016]) and the HR 8799 system
(Marois et al. [2008]) proofed that the solar system is not the only multi-planetary
object and, at the same time, showed that such systems can be substantially dif-
ferent than ours. It is now known that most stars have one or more exoplanets
(Cassan et al. [2012]) but if solar like planetary systems are common remains to be
discovered.

In the next decade, many new and exciting telescopes are going to be built
and launched. No elaboration on exoplanet research would be complete without
mentioning the James Webb Space Telescope, which (hopefully) will be launched
next year. On the ground, the successor of the VLT is coming: the extremely
large telescope (ELT). Those instruments mark the start of a new area of exoplanet
research. Hopefully, they will lead to many exoplanet discoveries including small,
rocky exoplanets

For the first time in history, mankind will be able to actively search for other
habitable planets. Even though many answers have been found in the last 30 years
and many more question have arisen, the possible existence of life outside earth
remains unsolved and the answer to the question of life, the universe and everything
remains to be found.
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Figure 37: Reduced images of a subset of Beta Pictoris containing 132 images
over an anugular range of 37.6◦ (PI: J. Beuzit) using different advanced differential
imaging techniques. All images were produced using the number of principal com-
ponents resulting in the highest SNR of Beta Pictoris b according to chapter 4.2 (0
for NAN; 18 for ADI; 4 for SDI; 8 for SAA; 4 for SAP; 6 for ASP). The differential
imaging techniques are explained in chapter 2.4. The colour-bar of each image is set
arbitrary and brighter colours represent higher values.
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Figure 38: Reduced images of HR 8799 (PI: J. Beuzit) using different advanced
differential imaging techniques. All images were produced using the number of
principal components resulting in the highest SNR of HR 8799 e according to chapter
4.2 (0 for NAN; 2 for ADI, SDI, SAA; 4 for SAP, ASP). The differential imaging
techniques are explained in chapter 2.4. The colour-bar of each image is set arbitrary
and brighter colours represent higher values.
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Figure 39: Reduced images of 51 Eridani (PI: J. Beuzit) using different advanced
differential imaging techniques. All images were produced using the number of
principal components resulting in the highest SNR of 51 Eridani b according to
chapter 4.2 (0 for NAN; 12 for ADI; 8 for SDI; 4 for SAA; 12 for SAP; 10 for ASP).
The differential imaging techniques are explained in chapter 2.4. The colour-bar of
each image is set arbitrary and brighter colours represent higher values.
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(a) 2 principal components (b) 6 principal components

(c) 10 principal components (d) 14 principal components

(e) 18 principal components

Figure 40: Additional contrast curves of Ob1 (Target: 2MASS J 11555771-5254008;
PI: A.J. Bohn) including a companion candidate at SEP = 0.371 ± 0.003 arcsec,
PA = 16.8 ± 0.4◦. The contrast curves show the 5σ detection limits for further
companions. The Limit curve was calculated using the SPHERE/IFS exposure
time calculator available at https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/form?INS.
NAME=SPHERE+INS.MODE=IFS. The differential imaging techniques are ex-
plained in chapter 2.4
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(e) 18 principal components

Figure 41: Additional contrast curves of Ob2 (Target: 2MASS J 13381128-5214251;
PI: A.J. Bohn) including a companion candidate at SEP = 0.151 ± 0.007arcsec,
PA = 166 ± 3◦. The contrast curves show the 5σ detection limits for further
companions. The ’Limit’ curve was calculated using the SPHERE/IFS exposure
time calculator available at https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/form?INS.
NAME=SPHERE+INS.MODE=IFS. The differential imaging techniques are ex-
plained in chapter 2.4
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Figure 42: Additional contrast curves of Ob3 (Target: 2MASS J 12123577-5520273;
PI: A.J. Bohn). The contrast curves show the 5σ detection limits for further
companions. The ’Limit’ curve was calculated using the SPHERE/IFS exposure
time calculator available at https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/form?INS.
NAME=SPHERE+INS.MODE=IFS. The differential imaging techniques are ex-
plained in chapter 2.4
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Figure 43: Additional contrast curves of Ob5 (Target: 2MASS J 13233587-4718467;
PI: A.J. Bohn). The contrast curves show the 5σ detection limits for further
companions. The ’Limit’ curve was calculated using the SPHERE/IFS exposure
time calculator available at https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/form?INS.
NAME=SPHERE+INS.MODE=IFS. The differential imaging techniques are ex-
plained in chapter 2.4
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Chapter B

Python Code

Pypelines

1 import os

2 import numpy as np

3 import pynpoint as pp

4

5 # ==================================================== Input Variables

6 # Directories for the input images

7 path_working = "./ working"

8 path_in = "./in"

9 path_out = "./out"

10

11 path_lam = "./in/lam"

12 path_science = ’./in/reduced ’

13 path_center = ’./in/center ’

14 path_dark = ’./in/dark’

15 path_flat = ’./in/flat’

16 path_flux = ’./in/flux’

17 path_star_spectra = ’./ working/stellar_model.txt’

18

19 # crop size of the flux images [px]

20 fl_size = 80

21

22 # neutral density filter of the flux images

23 flux_filter = ’ND_1.0’

24

25 # crop size of the sience images [px]

26 im_size = 280

27

28 # rough positon of the star in the flux images [px , px]

29 star_pos = [187, 203]

30

31 # rough position of the companion [px , px]

32 plan_pos = [80, 34]

33

34 # max separation of the contrast curve [px]

35 r_max = 50

36
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37 # radial resolution of the contrast curve [px]

38 r_res = 5

39

40 # angular resolution of the contrast curve [degree]

41 a_res = 120

42

43 # processing type

44 p_type = ’Tasp’

45 pca_nr = np.arange (1 ,15)

46

47

48 # ===================================================== Pypeline Setup

49 # --- SPHERE/IFS parameters

50 # inner working angle [arcsec]

51 iwa = 0.1

52

53 # convertion factor: pixel to arcsecond [arcsec/px]

54 pixscale = 0.00746

55

56 # smallest separation of waffle spots [px]

57 ce_r_min = 47

58

59 # smallest wavelength [micron]

60 ce_l_min = 0.953

61

62 # angular offset of the waffle spots [degree]

63 ce_angle = 55

64

65 # extra rotation of the observation [degree]

66 im_extra_rot = 0.

67

68 # dictionaries for the moduels executed within the IfsSupport Function

69 mods = []

70

71 # Create Working directory for this target

72 if not os.path.isdir(path_working):

73 print("Creating directory: %s" % (path_working))

74 os.makedirs(path_working)

75

76 # Create directory for results

77 if not os.path.isdir(path_out):

78 print("Creating directory: %s" % (path_out))

79 os.makedirs(path_out)

80

81 # Set up Pipeline

82 pipeline = pp.Pypeline(working_place_in = path_working ,

83 input_place_in = path_in ,

84 output_place_in = path_out)

85

86

87 # ========================================================= Pypeline 1

88 # --- read in of science , flux and centring images

89 im_reading_mod = pp.FitsReadingModule(name_in = "im_reading_mod",

90 input_dir = path_science ,

91 image_tag = "im")

92
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93 ce_reading_mod = pp.FitsReadingModule(name_in = "ce_reading_mod",

94 input_dir = path_center ,

95 image_tag = "ce")

96

97 fl_reading_mod = pp.FitsReadingModule(name_in = "fl_reading_mod",

98 input_dir = path_flux ,

99 image_tag = "fl")

100

101 # --- bad pixel cleaning of science , flux and centring images

102 im_badpixel_dict = {’module ’: ’BadPixelSigmaFilterModule ’,

103 ’name_in ’: "im_badpixel_dict",

104 ’image_in_tag ’: ’im’,

105 ’image_out_tag ’: ’im_bp ’,

106 ’box’: 11,

107 ’sigma’: 5.,

108 ’iterate ’: 5}

109

110 ce_badpixel_dict = {’module ’: ’BadPixelSigmaFilterModule ’,

111 ’name_in ’: "ce_badpixel_dict",

112 ’image_in_tag ’: ’ce’,

113 ’image_out_tag ’: ’ce_bp ’,

114 ’box’: 11,

115 ’sigma’: 5.,

116 ’iterate ’: 5}

117

118 fl_badpixel_dict = {’module ’: ’BadPixelSigmaFilterModule ’,

119 ’name_in ’: "fl_badpixel_dict",

120 ’image_in_tag ’: ’fl’,

121 ’image_out_tag ’: ’fl_bp ’,

122 ’box’: 11,

123 ’sigma’: 5.,

124 ’iterate ’: 5}

125

126 # --- Scaling correction of science , flux and centring images

127 im_ifss_dict = {’module ’: ’IfsScalingModule ’,

128 ’name_in ’: ’im_ifss_dict ’,

129 ’image_in_tag ’: ’im_bp ’,

130 ’image_out_tag ’: ’im_sc ’,

131 ’scaling ’: (1.0, 1.0011 , 1.0),

132 ’angle ’: 50.,

133 ’pixscale ’: True}

134

135 ce_ifss_dict = {’module ’: ’IfsScalingModule ’,

136 ’name_in ’: ’ce_ifss_dict ’,

137 ’image_in_tag ’: ’ce_bp ’,

138 ’image_out_tag ’: ’ce_sc ’,

139 ’scaling ’: (1.0, 1.0011 , 1.0),

140 ’angle ’: 50.,

141 ’pixscale ’: True}

142

143 fl_ifss_dict = {’module ’: ’IfsScalingModule ’,

144 ’name_in ’: ’fl_ifss_dict ’,

145 ’image_in_tag ’: ’fl_bp ’,

146 ’image_out_tag ’: ’fl_sc ’,

147 ’scaling ’: (1.0, 1.0011 , 1.0),

148 ’angle ’: 50.,
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149 ’pixscale ’: True}

150

151 # --- Angular calculation of science , flux and centring images

152 im_ac_dict = {’module ’: ’AngleCalculationModule ’,

153 ’name_in ’: ’im_ac_dict ’,

154 ’data_tag ’: ’im_sc’,

155 ’instrument ’: ’SPHERE/IFS’}

156

157 ce_ac_dict = {’module ’: ’AngleCalculationModule ’,

158 ’name_in ’: ’ce_sc_dict ’,

159 ’data_tag ’: ’ce_sc’,

160 ’instrument ’: ’SPHERE/IFS’}

161

162 fl_ac_dict = {’module ’: ’AngleCalculationModule ’,

163 ’name_in ’: ’fl_sc_dict ’,

164 ’data_tag ’: ’fl_sc’,

165 ’instrument ’: ’SPHERE/IFS’}

166

167 # --- Waffel centring of science images

168 im_bwc_dict = {’module ’: ’WaffleCenteringModule ’,

169 ’name_in ’: ’im_bwc_dict ’,

170 ’image_in_tag ’: ’im_sc ’,

171 ’center_in_tag ’: ’ce_sc ’,

172 ’image_out_tag ’: ’im_bw ’,

173 ’radius ’: ce_r_min ,

174 ’l_min’: ce_l_min ,

175 ’size’: None ,

176 ’center ’: None ,

177 ’angle’: ce_angle ,

178 ’sigma’: 10.* pixscale ,

179 ’dither ’: False}

180

181 # --- Sort for paralactic angle

182 im_sort_dict = {’module ’: ’SortParangModule ’,

183 ’name_in ’: ’im_sort_dict ’,

184 ’image_in_tag ’: ’im_bw ’,

185 ’image_out_tag ’: ’im_fc ’}

186

187 # --- Print final cut , derotated

188 im_derotstack_dict = {’module ’: ’DerotateAndStackModule ’,

189 ’name_in ’: ’im_derotstack_dict ’,

190 ’image_in_tag ’: ’im_bw ’,

191 ’image_out_tag ’: ’fc_check ’,

192 ’derotate ’: True ,

193 ’stack ’: None ,

194 ’extra_rot ’: 0}

195

196 # --- Crop images

197 im_crop_dict = {’module ’: ’CropImagesModule ’,

198 ’name_in ’: "im_crop_dict",

199 ’image_in_tag ’: ’im_fc ’,

200 ’image_out_tag ’: ’im_crop ’,

201 ’size’: im_size*pixscale ,

202 ’center ’: None}

203

204
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205 # ========================================================= Pypeline 2

206 # --- extract the star

207 fl_starextract_dict = {’module ’: ’StarExtractionModule ’,

208 ’name_in ’: "fl_starextract_mod",

209 ’image_in_tag ’: "fl_sc",

210 ’image_out_tag ’: "fl_extract",

211 ’image_size ’: fl_size*pixscale ,

212 ’fwhm_star ’: 0.1,

213 ’position ’: (star_pos [0], star_pos [1], 0.15)}

214

215 # --- aligne all flux frames

216 fl_align_dict = {’module ’: ’StarAlignmentModule ’,

217 ’name_in ’: "fl_align_dict",

218 ’image_in_tag ’: "fl_extract",

219 ’image_out_tag ’: "fl_aligned",

220 ’ref_image_in_tag ’: None ,

221 ’interpolation ’: "spline",

222 ’accuracy ’: 10,

223 ’resize ’: None ,

224 ’num_references ’: 1,

225 ’subframe ’: 41* pixscale}

226

227 # --- calculate offset of the star within the flux images

228 fl_centercalc_dict = {’module ’: ’FitCenterModule ’,

229 ’name_in ’: "fl_centercalc_dict",

230 ’image_in_tag ’: "fl_aligned",

231 ’fit_out_tag ’: "center_fit",

232 ’method ’: "full",

233 ’radius ’: 20* pixscale ,

234 ’sign’: "positive",

235 ’model ’: "gaussian",

236 ’filter_size ’: None}

237

238 # --- center the star within the flux images

239 fl_centershift_dict = {’module ’: ’ShiftImagesModule ’,

240 ’name_in ’: "fl_centershift_dict",

241 ’image_in_tag ’: "fl_aligned",

242 ’image_out_tag ’: "fl_centerfit",

243 ’shift_xy ’: "center_fit",

244 ’interpolation ’: "spline"}

245

246 # --- Sort flux images for paralactic angle

247 fl_sort_dict = {’module ’: ’SortParangModule ’,

248 ’name_in ’: ’fl_sort_dict ’,

249 ’image_in_tag ’: ’fl_centerfit ’,

250 ’image_out_tag ’: ’fl_fc ’}

251

252 # --- Flux images for quality control

253 fl_derotmedian_dict = {’module ’: ’DerotateAndStackModule ’,

254 ’name_in ’: "fl_derotmedian_dict",

255 ’image_in_tag ’: "fl_fc",

256 ’image_out_tag ’: "fl_check",

257 ’derotate ’: True ,

258 ’stack ’: "median",

259 ’extra_rot ’: 0.}

260
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261 # --- calculate the avarage of the flux images per wavlength

262 fl_median_dict = {’module ’: ’DerotateAndStackModule ’,

263 ’name_in ’: "fl_median_dict",

264 ’image_in_tag ’: "fl_crop",

265 ’image_out_tag ’: "fl_median",

266 ’derotate ’: False ,

267 ’stack ’: "median",

268 ’extra_rot ’: im_extra_rot}

269

270 # --- crop images to output size

271 fl_cropres_dict = {’module ’: ’CropImagesModule ’,

272 ’name_in ’: "fl_cropres_dict",

273 ’image_in_tag ’: "fl_median",

274 ’image_out_tag ’: "fl_cp",

275 ’size’: fl_size*pixscale ,

276 ’center ’: None}

277

278

279 # ========================================================= Pypeline 3

280 # --- Perform pca reduction

281 pca_mod = pp.PcaPsfSubtractionModule(name_in = ’pca_psf_subtraction ’,

282 images_in_tag = ’WEOUT_im_crop ’,

283 reference_in_tag = ’WEOUT_fl_cp ’,

284 res_mean_tag = ’res_mean ’,

285 res_median_tag = ’res_median ’,

286 res_weighted_tag = None ,

287 dmp_stim_tag = ’dmp_stim ’,

288 res_rot_mean_clip_tag = None ,

289 res_arr_out_tag = None ,

290 basis_out_tag = None ,

291 pca_numbers = pca_nr ,

292 extra_rot = im_extra_rot ,

293 subtract_mean = True ,

294 processing_type = p_type)

295

296 # --- write PCA results

297 median_mod = pp.FitsWritingModule(name_in = "median_write_mod",

298 file_name= "median_residuals.fits",

299 data_tag = "res_median")

300

301 mean_mod = pp.FitsWritingModule(name_in = "mean_write_mod",

302 file_name = "mean_residuals.fits",

303 data_tag = "res_mean")

304

305 stim_mod = pp.FitsWritingModule(name_in = "stim_write_mod",

306 file_name = "stim_detectionmap.fits",

307 data_tag = "dmp_stim")

308

309

310 # ========================================================= Pypeline 4

311 # --- Derotat and stack science images for each wavelngth

312 im_photo_derotstack_dict = {’module ’: ’DerotateAndStackModule ’,

313 ’name_in ’: ’im_photo_derotstack_dict ’,

314 ’image_in_tag ’: ’im_crop ’,

315 ’image_out_tag ’: ’im_prep ’,

316 ’derotate ’: True ,
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317 ’stack ’: ’median ’,

318 ’extra_rot ’: 0}

319

320 # --- calculate the contrast of companion to host star

321 im_aperture_photo_dict = {’module ’: ’SdiAperturePhotometryModule ’,

322 ’name_in ’: ’im_aperture_photo_dict ’,

323 ’image_in_tag ’: ’im_prep ’,

324 ’psf_in_tag ’: ’fl_cp ’,

325 ’flux_position_tag ’: ’ap_flux ’,

326 ’rough_position ’: plan_pos ,

327 ’psf_scaling ’: None ,

328 ’flux_filter ’: flux_filter ,

329 ’cutout_size ’: 21,

330 ’fit_each_image ’: False ,

331 ’aperture_size ’: 21* pixscale}

332

333 # --- calculate the companions spectra and use model based rejection

334 spec_ap_mod = pp.SpectralCharModule(name_in = ’spec_aperture_mod ’,

335 image_in_tag = ’WEOUT_ap_flux ’,

336 method = ’aperture ’,

337 stellar_model = path_star_spectra ,

338 prop_factor = 7.496 * 10**( -20),

339 mol_fit = ’full’,

340 output_dir = path_out)

341

342

343 # ========================================================= Pyepline 5

344 # --- calculate the contrast of the companion

345 simp_sm_mod = pp.SdiSimplexMinimizationModule(name_in = ’spec_sm_mod ’,

346 image_in_tag = ’im_prep ’,

347 psf_in_tag = ’WEOUT_fl_cp ’,

348 res_out_tag = ’res_simplex ’,

349 flux_position_tag = ’sm_flux ’,

350 position = plan_pos ,

351 magnitude = 10,

352 psf_scaling = None ,

353 flux_filter = flux_filter ,

354 merit= ’hessian ’,

355 aperture = 5*pixscale ,

356 sigma = pixscale ,

357 tolerance = 0.1,

358 pca_number = pca_nr[-1],

359 cent_size = iwa*pixscale ,

360 edge_size = None ,

361 extra_rot = 0.,

362 residuals = ’median ’,

363 processing_type = p_type)

364

365 # --- calculate the companions spectra and use model based rejection

366 spec_sm_mod = pp.SpectralCharModule(name_in = ’spec_aperture_mod ’,

367 image_in_tag = ’sm_flux ’,

368 method = ’simplex ’,

369 stellar_model = path_star_spectra ,

370 prop_factor = 1.072e-18,

371 error_simplex = 0.1,

372 mol_fit = ’full’,
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373 output_dir = path_out)

374

375

376 # ========================================================= Pypeline 6

377 # --- contrast calculation

378 ccurve_mod = pp.ContrastCurveModule(name_in = ’ccurve_mod ’,

379 image_in_tag = ’WEOUT_im_crop ’,

380 psf_in_tag = ’WEOUT_fl_cp ’,

381 contrast_out_tag = ’ccurve_out ’,

382 separation = (iwa*pixscale ,

383 r_max*pixscale ,

384 r_res*pixscale),

385 angle = (0.0, 360.0 , a_res),

386 threshold = (’sigma’, 5.0),

387 psf_scaling = None ,

388 flux_filter = flux_filter ,

389 aperture = 2*pixscale ,

390 pca_number = pca_nr[-1],

391 cent_size = iwa*pixscale ,

392 edge_size = None ,

393 extra_rot = im_extra_rot ,

394 residuals = ’median ’,

395 snr_inject = 100.0 ,

396 processing_type = p_type)

397

398 # --- plot contrast curve

399 plot_cc_mod = pp.PlotContrastCurveModule(name_in = ’plot_cc_mod ’,

400 image_in_tag = ’ccurve_out ’,

401 data_index = 4,

402 file_name = ’ccurve.png’,

403 output_dir = path_out)

404

405

406 # ================================= Append all modules to the Pypeline

407 # --- Pyepline 1

408 pipeline.add_module(im_reading_mod)

409 pipeline.add_module(ce_reading_mod)

410 pipeline.add_module(fl_reading_mod)

411 mods.append(im_badpixel_dict)

412 mods.append(ce_badpixel_dict)

413 mods.append(fl_badpixel_dict)

414 mods.append(im_ifss_dict)

415 mods.append(ce_ifss_dict)

416 mods.append(fl_ifss_dict)

417 mods.append(im_ac_dict)

418 mods.append(ce_ac_dict)

419 mods.append(fl_ac_dict)

420 mods.append(im_bwc_dict)

421 mods.append(im_sort_dict)

422 mods.append(im_derotstack_dict)

423 mods.append(im_crop_dict)

424

425 # --- Pypeline 2

426 mods.append(fl_starextract_dict)

427 mods.append(fl_align_dict)

428 mods.append(fl_centercalc_dict)
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429 mods.append(fl_centershift_dict)

430 mods.append(fl_sort_dict)

431 mods.append(fl_derotmedian_dict)

432 mods.append(fl_median_dict)

433 mods.append(fl_cropres_dict)

434

435 # --- Pypeline 4 (part 1)

436 mods.append(im_photo_derotstack_dict)

437 mods.append(im_aperture_photo_dict)

438

439 # Execute IFS support function to add all modules to the pypeline

440 pp.IfsSupportModule(image_in_tag = [’im’, ’ce’, ’fl’],

441 image_out_tag = [’im_crop ’, ’fl_cp’],

442 pipe=pipeline ,

443 mod_args = mods ,

444 path_lam = path_lam ,

445 skip_split = False ,

446 print_out = True ,

447 split_argument =’LAMBDA ’)

448

449 # --- Pypeline 3

450 pipeline.add_module(pca_mod)

451 pipeline.add_module(median_mod)

452 pipeline.add_module(mean_mod)

453 pipeline.add_module(stim_mod)

454

455 # --- Pypeline 4 (part 2)

456 pipeline.add_module(spec_ap_mod)

457

458 # --- Pypeline 5

459 pipeline.add_module(simp_sm_mod)

460 pipeline.add_module(spec_sm_mod)

461

462 # --- Pypeline 6

463 pipeline.add_module(ccurve_mod)

464 pipeline.add_module(plot_cc_mod)

465

466 # --- Run the Pyepline

467 pipeline.run()

Listing 1: Pypelines 1 to 6 as described in chapter 3.7.

SNR and Astrometry Calculation

1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

2 __author__ = "Alexander Bohn , Sven Kiefer"

3

4 import numpy as np

5 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
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6 import photutils as pu

7

8 from astropy.table import Table

9 from photutils.aperture import CircularAperture

10 from scipy.special import erf

11 from astropy.modeling import fitting , models

12 from astropy.nddata import Cutout2D

13 from astropy.stats import sigma_clip

14

15

16 def get_false_alarm_probability(image_in: str ,

17 rough_pos: tuple ,

18 aperture_radius: float ,

19 method: str =’exact ’,

20 skip_closest_apertures: bool = False ,

21 plot: bool = False) -> Table:

22

23 """

24 Function to create a 2D elliptical Gaussian model.

25

26 Parameters

27 ----------

28 image_in : str

29 Tag of the database entry with images that are read as input.

30 rough_pos : tuple

31 Approximate position of the companion (pix , pix).

32 aperture_radius : float

33 Radius of the aperture to calculate the SNR

34 method : str

35 Method to extract the centre of the companion

36 skip_closest_apertures : bool

37 Skipes reference apertures next to the signal apperture as

38 they could be influenced by the companions signal

39 plot : bool

40 If true , quality control plots are printed.

41

42 Returns

43 -------

44 Table

45 Table with the calculated statistics.

46

47 """

48

49

50 # Get image shape

51 im_shape = image_in.shape

52

53 # Perform Gaussian fit , if required

54 if method =="fit":

55

56 # Cut image at pos to resolution of 5 fwhm for Gaussian fit

57 im_cut = Cutout2D(data=image_in ,

58 position=rough_pos ,

59 size =(4 * aperture_radius ,

60 4 * aperture_radius),

61 mode="partial",
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62 fill_value =0.).data

63

64 # Fit the source in the science image using a 2D Gaussian

65 g_i = models.Gaussian2D(amplitude=im_cut[im_cut.shape [0] / 2,

66 im_cut.shape [1] / 2],

67 x_mean=im_cut.shape [0] / 2.,

68 y_mean=im_cut.shape [1] / 2.,

69 x_stddev=aperture_radius ,

70 y_stddev=aperture_radius ,

71 theta =0.)

72

73 fit_gauss = fitting.LevMarLSQFitter ()

74

75 y, x = np.mgrid [: im_cut.shape [1], :im_cut.shape [0]]

76 gauss_science = fit_gauss(g_i , x, y, im_cut)

77

78 tmp_p = (gauss_science.x_mean.value ,

79 gauss_science.y_mean.value)

80

81 # Transform tmp_cc_pos to cc_pos

82 pos = (rough_pos [0] + (tmp_p [0] - im_cut.shape [0] / 2.) + .5,

83 rough_pos [1] + (tmp_p [1] - im_cut.shape [1] / 2.) + .5)

84

85

86 else:

87 pos = rough_pos

88

89 # Vector from image center to point source

90 offset_vector = np.asarray(pos)-np.asarray(im_shape)/2.

91

92 # Radial separation of point source

93 separation = np.linalg.norm(offset_vector)

94

95 # Check separation and aperture_radius

96 if plot:

97 print(separation , aperture_radius)

98

99 # Calculate number of apertures

100 ap_nr = int(np.floor(np.pi/np.arcsin(aperture_radius/separation)))

101

102 # Azimuthal angles of the apertures

103 azimuthal_angles = np.linspace (0,2.*np.pi ,ap_nr +1)[:-1]

104

105 # Rotation Matrix

106 rot_matrx = lambda phi: np.array ([[np.cos(phi),np.sin(phi)],

107 [-np.sin(phi),np.cos(phi)]])

108

109 # Get cartesian positions of the apertures

110 temp = [np.asarray(im_shape)/2.+np.dot(rot_matrx(i),offset_vector)

111 for i in azimuthal_angles]

112 ap_pos = np.array(temp).T

113

114 # Define science and background apertures

115 science_aperture = CircularAperture(positions=ap_pos [:,0],

116 r=aperture_radius)

117
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118 if skip_closest_apertures:

119 bg_apertures = CircularAperture(positions=ap_pos [:,2:-1],

120 r=aperture_radius)

121 else:

122 bg_apertures = CircularAperture(positions=ap_pos [:,1:],

123 r=aperture_radius)

124

125 # Determine science flux

126 sc_phot = pu.aperture_photometry(data=image_in ,

127 apertures=science_aperture ,

128 method="exact")

129 sc_flux = sc_phot["aperture_sum"].data [0]

130

131 # Determine background fluxes

132 bg_phot = pu.aperture_photometry(data=image_in ,

133 apertures=bg_apertures ,

134 method="exact")

135 bg_fluxes = bg_phot["aperture_sum"].data

136

137 # Perform sigma clipping of background fluxes

138 bg_fluxes_clipped = sigma_clip(bg_fluxes ,sigma=3,maxiters =5)

139

140 # Perform statistics

141 bg_rms = np.sqrt(np.mean(bg_fluxes_clipped **2))

142 bg_mean = np.average(bg_fluxes_clipped)

143 bg_std = np.std(bg_fluxes_clipped)

144

145 snr = sc_flux/bg_rms

146

147 # Gaussain error propagation

148 snr_sigma = snr * np.sqrt(( bg_std/sc_flux)**2 +( bg_std/bg_rms)**2)

149 sigma = np.abs((bg_mean -sc_flux)/bg_std)

150 signal = sc_flux -bg_mean

151 fap = 1. - erf(sigma/np.sqrt (2))

152

153 # plot for quality check

154 if plot:

155 f, ax = plt.subplots ()

156 plt.imshow(image_in ,origin="lower left")

157 science_aperture.plot(color="r",ax=ax)

158 bg_apertures.plot(color="w",ax=ax)

159 plt.show()

160

161 # return table with results

162 return Table(data =[( pos[0],) ,(pos[1],) ,(snr ,) ,(sigma ,),

163 (fap ,) ,(signal ,) ,(snr_sigma ,)],

164 names=("pos_x","pos_y","signal_to_noise","sigma",

165 "fap","signal","snr_sigma"))

Listing 2: PynPoint function get false alarm probability. The astrometry of the
analysed object is determined via fitting of a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution.
The signal is calculated via aperture photometry. The noise is determined within
reference apertures at the same separation as the object.
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